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Abstract
This report examines and classifies the characteristics of signatures used in misuse intrusion detection. EfficienL
algorithms to matcll paHerns in some of these classes are described. A generalized model for matclling intrusion
signatures based on Colored Petri Nets is presented, and some of its properties arc derived.

1

Introduction

Computer break-ins and their misuse have become common features [Met87, BosS8, StaBS, MarSS, Rei87,
SSH93J. The number, as well as sophistication, of attacks on computer systems is on the rise. OrLen,
network intruders have easily overcome the password authentication mechanism designed to protect the
system. With an increased understanding of how systems work, intruders have become skilled at determining their weaknesses and exploiting them to obtain unauthori7,ed privileges. Intruders also use patterns of
intrusion that are often difficult to trace and identify. They usc several levels of indirection before breaking
into target systems and rarely indulge in sudden bursls of suspicious or anomalous activity, for example
in [StaBS]. If an account on a target system is compromised, intruders may carefully cover their tracks so
as not to arouse suspicion, as in [Spa89]. Furthermore, threats like viruses and worms do not need human
supervision and are capable of replicating and traveling to connected computer systems. Unleashed at one
computer, by the time they are discovered, it is almost impossible to trace their origin or the extent of
infection.
Tools are therefore necessary to morutor systems, to detect break-ins, and to respond actively to the
attacks in real time. Most break-ins prevalent today exploit well known security holes in system software.
One solution to these problems is to study the characteristics of intrusions and from these, to extrapolate
intrusion characteristics of the future, devise means of representing intrusions in a computer so that the
"This work \Vas funded by the DiYision of TNFOSEC Computer Science, Department of Defense.
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break-ins call be detected in real time. This report is an analysis of a computational framework designed
for matching such signatures efficiently.
Intrusions as such are difficult to define in terms of behavior or actions, but are more easily understood,
and thus defined, in terms of their effed on computer systems. Such a definition is given in section 2
along with a brief description of the categories of intrusion detection, and a justification of the need for
intfllsloll detection systems [sec 2.2]. Several approaches to intrusion detection are known. These include
statistical methods which monitor anomalies in the system [sec 3.1] and pattern match.ing/expert system
tcchniqlteS that look for well defined patterns of attack [sec 3.2J. Recent techniques have proposed inductive
generalization as a means for abstracting patterns of behavior [sec 3.8]; neural networks for predicting future
behavior from past behavior [sec 3.8]' in which the prediction failure is indicative of anomalous activity;
and model based techniques in which the system is continually updating a model to match the observed
behavior [sec 3.10J.
There arc many intrusions that cannot be detected by statistical methods alone and must be specifically
watched for. This technique of mon.itoring speciHc patterns of attack, or misuse intrusion detection, is
difficult to implement in a practical system for a variety of reasons [sec 4]' To design a generic misuse
intrusion detection system, its desirable characteristics should be defined at the outset. We propose such a
set that includes generality, portability, scalability and real time performance [sec 4J. Because
the system watches for well defined intrusion signatures we have studied the characteristics of existing
signatures and classified them in terms of five basic characteristics, namely linearity, unification,
occurrence, beginning and duration [sec 4.2]. A matching model is proposed thereafter that can be
part of a generic misuse detector. This model is based on Colored Petri Nets and lends ltself well to a
graphical representation [sec 4.4]j the details and some of its properties arc given in sec 5. Some forms
of matching in this model are shown to be as easy as matching fixed strings and regular expressions, but
matching with unification is shown to be hard. Some possible optimizations in this model of matching are
outlined.
The proposed model of matching is compared with two of the desirable characteristics outlined earlier.
The issue of scalability, or matching several patterns efficiently is discussed in sec 5.2. The applicability
of compiler optimization techniques to speed up matching and the virtual machine which forms its basis
are also described. A method of achieving portability of intrusion signatures across different audit trails is
outlined in sec 5.3. The realization of other characteristics can be better determined experimentally and
is not discussed in this report.

2

Intrusion Detection·

An intrusion is defined [HLMS90J as
any set of actions that attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of a
resource.
It is a violation of the security policy of the system. Any definition of an intrusion is, of necessity, imprecise,
as security policy requirements do not always translate into a well defined set of actions. Intrusion Detection
is the methodology by which intrusions are detected.
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This methodology can be divided into two categories: "anomaly" intrusion detection and "misuse" intrusion
detection. The first refers to intrusions that can be detected based on anomalous behavior and use of
computer resources. For example, if user Aonly uses the computer from his office between 9 am and 5 pm,
an activity on his account late in the night is anomalous and hence, might be an intrusion. A user B might
always login outside of working hours through the company terminal server. A late night rlogin session
from another host to his account might be considered unusual. This technique of detecting intrusions
attempts to quantify the good or acceptable behavior and Hags other irregular behavior as intrusive.
In contrast, the second, mislIse intrusion detection, refers to intrusions that follow well defined patterns of
attack that exploit weaknesses in system and application software. Such patterns can be precisely written
in advance. For example, exploitation of the fingard and sandmail bugs used in the Internet Worm
attack [SpaSS] would come under this category. This technique represents knowledge about the bad or
unacceptable behavior [Sma92] and seeks to detect it directly, as opposed to anomaly intrusion detection,
which seeks to detect the complement of normal behavior.
The above mentioned schemes of classifying intrusions was based on its method of detection. Another
classification scheme, based on the intrusion types, presented in [Sma88] breaks intrusions into the following
six types:
Attempted break-in: detected by atypical behavior profiles or violations of security constraints.
Masquerade attack: detected by atypical behavior profiles or violations of security constraints.
Penetration of the security control system.
Leakage: detected by atypical usage of I/O resources.
Denial of Service: detected by atypical usage of system resources.
Malicious use: detected by atypical behavior profIles, violations of security constraints, or lIse of special
privileges.
2.1

Premise of Intrusion Detection Schemes

A main premise of anomaly intrusion detection is that intrusive activity is a subset of anomalolls activity.
This might seem reasonable, considering that if an outsider breaks into a computer account, with no
notion of the legitimate user's pattern of resource usage, there is a good chance that his behavior will be
anomalous.
Often, however, intrusive activity can be carried out as a sum of individual activities, none of which, is in
itself, anomalous. Ideally, the set of anomalous activity coincides with that of intrusive activity resulting
in a lack of false positives. However, intrusive behavior does not always coincide with anomalous behavior.
There are four possibilities, each one with a non zero probability:
1.

2.
3.
4.

intrusive but not anomalous
not intrusive but anomalous
nol intrusive and not anomalous
intrusive and anomalous

For a probabilistic basis of intrusion detection see [LVS9, LV92].
Most intrusion detection systems built to date [BKSS, Sma88, LJL+S9, SSI-IWSS, LVS9, LJL+S9] etc. usc
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the a.udit trail generated by a C2 1 or higher rated computer, for input. Others, for example [HLMS90,
HLM91] analyze intrusions by the network connections and the How of information in a network. Input
information appropriate to the domain of intrusive activity is needed to deted intrusions. Enough domain
information is required to determine those varia.bles that accurately reflect intrusive behavior.

2.2

Why are Intrusion Detection Systems Necessary?

Computer systems arc being broken into regularly. Arc these intrusions a IcsuH of their generic weaknesses
or a result of accidental discovery and exploitation of flaws, resulting perhaps, from their complexity? In
other words, does the protection model of these systems theoretically provide adequate securil.y against
intrusions? Will the use of validated software for the critical components then thwart all attempts to
intrude?
Most computer systems provide an access control mechanism as their first line of defense. However, this
only defines whether access to an object in the system is permitted but does not model or restrict what
a subject may do with the object itself if it has the access to manipulate it (Den82, chapter 5]. Access
control does not model and thus cannot prevent illegal information flow through the system, because such
flow can lake place with legal accesses to the objects.
Information flow can be controlled to provide more security; for example, the Bell LaPadula model [BL73],
to provide secrecy, or the Biba model [Blb77], to provide integrity. However, there is a tradeoff between
security and convenience of use. Both models are conservative and restrict read and write operations to
ensure that the secrecy or the integrity of the system can never be compromised. Consequently, if both
models arc jointly used, the resulting system will flag almost any useful operation as a breach of some
security condition. Thus, a very secure system may not be useful.
Furthermore, access controls -and protection models do not help in lhe case of insider threats or compromise
of the authenticalion module. IT a weak password is broken, access control measures can do little to prevent
stealing or corruption of information legally accessible to the compromised user. In general static methods
of assuring properties in a system are overly restrictive and simply insufficient in some cases. Dynamic
methods, for example behavior tracking, are therefore needed to detect and perhaps prevent breaches in
security.

3

Approaches to Detecting Intrusions

Most systems built to date do both anomaly and misuse intrusion detection. Some arc based on advanced
techniques of predicting future patterns based on input seen thus far (like a reactive keyboard) and some
intrusion delection systems have been built using neural nets [sec. 3.8J. Some approaches, for example
the stalislical approach, have resulted in systems that have been used and tested extensively, while others
are still in the research stage. Proposed methods for future intrusion detection systems include the model
based approach [sec. 3.10]' to be included in NIDES [JLA+93J. Promising areas of application for future
systems are discussed, which include Bayesian clustering [sec. 3.7]' No intrusion detectlon system using tltis
approach has been designed to date. The merits, as well as shortcomings, of current intrusion detection
systems are also dlscussed.
1A

DoD security classifLcatioli requiring auditing and unavailability of encrypted passwords.
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Statistical Approaches to Intrusion Detection (Anomaly Intrusion Detection)

The following, based on [LTG+92]. serves to illustrate the generic process of anomaly detection, which is
by and large, statistical in nature. The anomaly detector observes the activity of subjects and generates
profiles for them that captures their behavior. These profiles do not require much space for storage and are
efficient to update. They are updated regularly, with the older data appropriately aged. As input audit
records are processed, the system periodically generates a value indicative of its abnormality. This value is
a function of the abnormality values of the individual measures comprising the user profile. For example,
if 8 1 , S2, ... , Sn represent the abnDrmality values of the profile measures M l , M 2, _.. , Mn respectively, and
a higher value of Si indicates greater abnormality, a combining function of the individual 8 values may be
a t 8f

+ a28~ +... + anS;,

aj> 0

In general, the measures M l , M 2 , ... , M n may nDt be mutually independent, resulting in a more complex
function fDr combin.ing them.
There are several types Df measures cDmprising a profile, for example
1. Activity Intensity Measures -

These measure the rate at which activity is progressing. They
are usually used to detect abnormalities in bursts of behavior that might not be detected Dver IDnger
term averages. An example is the number of audit recDrds processed fDr a user in 1 minute.

2. Audit Record Distribution Measures - These measure the dlstribution Df all activity types in
recent audit records. An example is the relative distribution of file accesses, I/O activity etc. Dver
the entire system usage, for a partlcular user.
3. Categorical Measures - These measure the distribution of a particular activity Dver categories,
for example the relative frequency of logins from each physical location, the relative usage of each
mailer, compiler, shell and editor in the system etc.
4. Ordinal Measures - These measure activity whose DutcDme is a numeric value, for example the
amount of CPU and I/O used by a partlcular user.
The current user behavior is stored in a current profile. At regular intervals the current proflle is atomically
merged with the stored proftlell . Anomalous behavior is determined by comparing the current profile with
the stored profile.
3.1.1

PROS AND CONS OF STATISTICAL

ID

An advantage of anomaly intrusion detection is that statistical techniques have applicability here. For
example, data points that lie beyond a factor of the standard deviation on either side of the average might
be considered anomalous. Or the integral of the absolute difference of two functions over time might be
an indicator of the deviation of one function over the other.
Statistical intrusion detection systems also have several disadvantages. Even if.statistlcal measures could be
defined tD capture the computer usage patterns unique to every user, by their very nature, these measures
2This is true of [LTO+92), in some systems the profUcs are static and do not change once determined.
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are insensitive to the order of the occurrence of events. That is, they miss the sequential interrelationships
between events. For intrusions reflected by such an ordering of patterns, a purely statistical intrusion
detection system will miss these intrusions.
Purely statistical intrusion detection systems have the disadvantage that their statistical measures capturing uscr behavior can be trained gradually to a point where intrusive behavior js considered normal.
Intruders who know that th~y are being 50 monitored can train such systems over a length of tlme. Thus
most existing intrusion detection schemes combine both a statistical part to measure aberration oebehaviar,
and a misuse part that w<ttches for the occurrence of prespecified patterns of events.
It is also difficult to determine the right threshold above which an anomaly is to be considered intrusive.
And, to apply statistical techniqucs to the formulation of anomalies, one has to assume that the underlying
data comes from a qu<t..<;i stationary process, an assumption that may not always hold.

3.2

Misuse Intrusion Detection

This refers to the detection of intrusions by precisely defining them ahead of time and watching for their
occurrence. There is a misuse component in most intrusion detection systems because statistical techniques
alone are not sufficient to detect all types of intrusions. Purely statistical methods cannot prevent users
from altering their profiles gmdually over a period of time to a point where activity previously considered
anomalous is regarded normal. Furthermore, no step in an intrusion may, in itself, be anomalous but the
aggregate may be.
Intrusion signatures are usually specified as a sequence of events and conditions that lead to a break-in. The
condltions define the context within which the sequence becomes an intrusion. Abstracting high quality
patterns from attack scenarios is much like extracting virus signatures from infected files. The patterns
should not couiliet with each other, be general enough to capture variations of the same basic attack, yet
simple enough to keep the matching computationally tractable. Often, these patterns are simple enough
for the detection process to be automated.
The primary technique of misuse intrusion detection uses an expert system. This paper proposes another
technique, that of using pattern matching as a viable option for misuse intrusion detection [sec 4J. An
cxample of the former is [SS!J2J which encodes knowledge about attacks as if-then implication rules in
CLIPS [Gia92J and asserts facts corresponding to audit trail events. Rules are encoded to specify the
conditions requisite for an attack in their i f part. When all the conditions on the left side of a rule arc
satisfied, the actions on the right side are performed. The primary disadvantage of using expert systems
is that working memory elements (fact base) that m;:ttch the left sides of productions to determine eligible
rules for firing are essentially sequence-less. It is thus hard to specify a natural ordering of facts efficiently
witllin the natural framework of expert system shells3 .
No system directly using pattern matching has been reported to date. The objective is to frame the
intrusion detection problem as a pattern matching one, and devise efficient algorithms for such matching.
Th.is also has the benefit of a leaner, more efficient solution than that of using expert systems, which were
originally meant to solve problems in a different domain. To frame the matching problem, it is easier to
first classify patterns in an increasing order of matching complexity (for example in [sec 01.3]) and ensure
3Even lhougll facls arc !Lumbered consecutively in current expert system shells, introducing fact numbering constraints
within rules to enforce an order makes the Rete match [For82] procedure very inefficient.
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that most of them fall In a seL of classes for which efficient algorithms are known or can be devised. As
the Rete match procedure [For82] used in expert system shells can be incorporated in the solution, it can
be no worse than using expert systems to detect misuse intrusions.
A misuse intrusion detector that simply flags intrusions based on the pattern of input events assumes that
the state tra.nsition of the system (computer) leads to an intruded state when exercised with the intrusion
pattern, regardless of the initial state of the system. Therefore, simply specifying an intrusion signature
without the beginning state specification is often insufficient to capture an intrusion scenario fully. For a
security model definition of an intrusion and a pattern oriented approach to its detection, see also (SG91].
The primary disadvantage of this approach is that it looks only for known vulnerabilities, and is of little
use in detecting unknown future intrusions.

3.3

Feature Selection or Which Measures are Good for Detecting Intrusions'?

Given a set of possible measures, chosen heuristically, that can have a bearing on detecting intrusions,
how does one determine the subset that accurately predicts or classifies intrusions? The exercise of determining the right measures is complicated by the fact that the appropriate subset of measures depends
on the types of intrusions being detected. One set of measures will likely not be adequate for all types of
intrusions. Predefined notions of the relevance of particular measures to detecting intrusions might miss
intrusions unique to a particular environment. The set of optimal measures for detecting intrusions mllst
be determined dynamically for best results.
Consider an initial list of 100 measures as potentially relevant to predicting intrusions. This results in
2100 possible subsets of measures, of which there are presumably only a few subsets that result in a
high predictability of intrusions. It is clearly untractable to search through this large space exhaustively.
(HLMS90] present a genetic approach to searching through this space for the right subset of metrics. Using
a learning classifier scheme they generate an initial set of measures which is refined in the rule evaluation
mode using genetic operators of crossover and mutation. Subsets of the measures under consideration
having low predictability of intrusions are weeded out and replaced by applying genetic operators to yield
stronger measllre subsets. The method assumes that combining higher predictability measure subsets
allows searching the metric space more efficiently than other heuristic techniques.
For a survey of other feature selectIon techniques see [Doa92].

3.4

Combining Individual Anomaly Measures to Get a Composite Picture of the Intrusion'?

Let AI, A 2 , ••• , An be n measures used to determine if an intrusion is occurring on a system at any given
moment. Each Ai measures a different aspect of the system, for example, the amount of disk I/O activity,
the number of page faults in the system etc. Let each measure Ai have two values, 1 implying that the
measure is anomalous, and 0 otherwise. Let J be the hypothesis that the system is currently undergoing an
intrusive attack. The reliability and sensitivity of each anomaly measure Ai is determined by the numbers
P(Ai = III) and P(Ai = 11~I). The combined belief in I is

P(IIA" A" ... , An) = P(A" A" ... , AnlI)

X

P(A

P{I)
1,

A 2 '···j An

)
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This would require the joint probability distribution of the set of measures conditioned on 1 and ..,I, which
would be a huge data base. To simplify the calculation, at the expense of accuracy, we might assume that
each measure Ai depends only on I and is independent of the other measures Aj,j =fi i. That would yield

imd

which leads to

P(IIA"A" ... ,A")
P(J)
II? ,P(A;lJ)
=--x
... ,A")
P(~J)
II?=lP(A;I~J)

P(~I1A"A"

that is, we can determine the odds of an intrusion given the values of various anomaly measures, from the
prior odds of the intrusion and the likelihood of each measure being anomalous in the presence of intrusion.
In order, however, to have a morc rcaUstic estimate of P(IIA], A;h ... , An) we have to take the interdependence of the vi:Lrious measures Ai into account.

[LTG+92] use covariance matrices to account for the interrelationships between measures. IT the measures
Ih, ... , An are represented by the vector 11, then the compound anomaly measure is determined by

ATC-1A
where C is the covariance matrix representing the dependence between each pair of anomaly measures Ai
and Aj.
Future systems might use Dayesian or other belief networks to combine anomaly measures. Bayesian Networks [Pea88] allow the representation of causal dependencies between random variables in graphical form
and permit the calculation of the joint probability distribution of the random variables by specifying only
a small set of probabilities, relating only to neighboring nodes. This set consists of the prior probabilities
of all the root nodes (nodes without parents) and the conditional probabilities of all the non root nodes
given all possible combinations of their direct predecessors. Bayesian networks, which arc DAGs with arcs
representing causal dependence between the parent and the child, permit absorption of evidence when the
values of some random variables become known, and provide a computational framework for determining
the conditional values of the remaining random variables, given the evidence. For example, consider the
trivial Bayesian network model of an intrusion shown in the figure below.
TooMarTY
U50rs

I

Fra!1""''''Uon

I

Figure 1: A Trivial Bayesian Network modeling intrusive activity
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Each box represents a binary random variable with values representing either its normal or abnormal
condition. If we can observe the values of some of these variables, we can use Bayesian network calculus to

determine P(IntrusionIEvidence). However, in general it is not trivial to determine the a priori probability
values of the root nodes and the link matrices for each directed arc. For a good introduction to Bayesian
Networks sec [Cha91]_

3.5

The Conditional Probability Scheme of Predicting Misuse Intrusions

This method of predicting intrusions is the same a.<> the one outlined in the preceding section, with the
minor difference of the evidence now being a sequence of external events rather than anomaly measures.
We are interested in determln.ing the conditional probability
P(IntrusionlEvent Pattern)
Applying Bayes law, as before, to the above equation, we get
.
.
P(IntruslOnlEvent Pattern) = P(Event PatternllntruslOn) X

P(Intrusion)
(
)
P Event Pattern

Consider as the domain within which the conditional probability of intrusion is to be predicted, to be the
campus network of a un.iversity. A security expert associated with the campus might be able to quantify the
prior probability of the occurrence of an intrusion on the campus, or P(Intrusion), based on his experience.
Further, if the intrusion reports from all over the campus are tabulated, one can determine, for each type
of event sequence comprising an intrusion, P(Event SequenceIIntrusion), by finding the relative frequency
of occurrence of the event sequence in the entire intrusion set. Similarly, given a set of intrusion free audit
trails, one can determine, by inspection and tabulation, the probability P(Event Sequencel...,Intrusion).
Given the two conditional probabilities, one can easily determine the 11-1S, from simple Bayesian arithmetic,
for the prior probabiUty of an event sequence is

P(Event Sequence) = (P(ESII) -

P(ES[~I))·

P(I)

+ P(ESI~I)

where ES stands for event sequence and I stands for intrusion.

3.6

Expert Systems in Intrusion Detection

An expert system is defmed in [Jac86] as a computing system capable of representing and reasoning about
some knowledge-rich domain with a view to solving problems and giving advice. The main advantage
here is the separation of control reasoning from the formulation of the problem solution. Some significant
problems in the e.ffective application of expert systems in intrusion detection are the voluminous amount
of data to be handled and the inherent ordering of the audit trail. The chief applications of expert systems
in intrusion detection can be classified into the following types.
1. To deduce symbolically the occurrence of an intrusion based on the given data (misuse intrusion
detection). The chief problems in this use of expert systems are 1) No inhuilt or natural handling of

sequential order of data 2) The expertise incorporated in the expert system is only as good as that
of the security officer whose expertise is modeled, which may not be comprehensive [1un93] 3) Thls
techn.ique can only detect known vulnerabilities and 4) there are software engineering concerns in
the maintenance of the knowledge base [Lun93].
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2. To combine various intrusion measures and put together a cohesive picture of the intrusion, in short,
to do uncertainty reasoning. The limitations of expert systems in doing uncertainty reasoning are
well known [Lun93, Pea88J. See also sec. 3.10, page 12 for a list. of these limitations.

3.7

Bayesian Classification in Intrusion Detection

This technique of unsupervised classification of data, and its implementation, Autoclass [CKS+S8, CHS91]
searches for classes in the given data using Bayesian statistical techniques. This technique attempts to
determine the most likely process(es) that generated the data. It does not partition the given data into
classes but defines a probabilistic membership fundion of each datum in the most likely determined classes.
Some advantages of this approach are:

j

1. Auloclass automatically determines the mosl probable number of classes, given the data.

2. No ad hoc similarity measures, stopping rules, or clustering criteria are required.

i

3. Real and discrete attributes may be freely mixed.
In statistical intrusion detection we are concerned with a classification of observed behavior. Techniques
used till now have concentrated on supervised classification in which user profiles are created based on
each user's observed behavior. The Bayesian classification method would permit the deter.m.ination of the
optimal (in the probabilistic sense) number of classes, with users with similar profiles lumped together,
thus yielding a natural classification of a group of users_

However, it is not clear (to us) how well Autoclass handles inherently sequential data like an audit trail, and
how well the statistical distributions built into Autoclass will handle user generated audit trails. Lastly, we
are not sure if this technique lends itseU well to online data, i.e. whether i\utoclass can do its classiIication
OIl an incremental basis as new data becomes available, or whether it requires all the input data at once.

3.8

Predictive Pattern Generation in Intrusion Detection

The assumption here is that sequences of events arc not random but follow a discernible pattern. The
approach of time based inductive generalization [CheBS, TCL90] uses inductive generated time-based rules
that characterize the normal behavior patterns of users. The rules are modified dynamically during the
learning phase and only "good" rules, .i.e. rules with low entropy remain in the system. An example of a
rule generated by TIM [TCL90] may be
El--.E2--.E3 =? (E4 = 95%, E5 = 5%)
where El-E5 are security events. This rule says that if the pattern of observed events is El followed by
E2 followed by E3 then the probability of seeing E4 is 95% and that of E5 is 5% (all this is based on
previously observed data). TIM can generate more general rules that incorporate temporal relationships
between events.
A set of rules generated inductively by observing user behavior then comprises the profile of the user. A
deviation is detected if the observed sequence of events matches the left hand of a rule but the following
events deviate significantly from those predicted by the rule, in a statistical sense.

I
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A primary weakness of this approach is that unrecognlzed patterns of behavior are not recognized as
anomalous because they do not match the left hand side of any rule.
The strengths of this approach are:

1. Claims better handling of users with wide variances of behavior but strong sequential patterns.
2. Can focus on a few relevant security events rather than the entire login session thal has been labeled
suspicious.
3. Claims better sensitivity to detection of violations. Cheaters who attempt to train the system during
its learning phase can be discerned more easily because of the meaning associated with rules.

3.9

Neural Networks in Intrusion Detection

The bask approach here is to train the! neural net on a sequence of information units [FJIRS90] (from here
on referred to as commands), each of which may be at a more abstract level than an audit record. The
input to the net consists of the current command and the past w commands. w is the size of the window of
past commands that the neural net takes into account in predicting the next command. Once the neural
net is trained on a set of representative command sequences of a user the net. constitutes the prolile of the
user and the fraction of incorrectly predicted next events then measures, in some sense, the variance of the
user behavior from his profile. The use of the neural net conceptually looks like:

Next Predicled Command

•• •••
•• •••

Oulput Layer

Input Layer

Figure 2: A Conceptual Use of Neural Nets in Intrusion Detection
For a good introduction to neural networks and learning in neural nets by back propagation see [Win92].
Some of the drawbacks of this approach are:
1. The right topology of the net and the weights assigned to each element of the net are determlned

only after considerable trial and error.
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2. The size of the window w Is yet another independent variable in the neural net design. Too low and
the net will do poorly, too high and it will suffer from irrelevant data.
3. This approach cannot induce patterns from samples. The neural net must be trained exhaustively
OIl all pattern instantiations.
Some advantages of this approach are:
1. The success of this approach does not depend on any statistical assumptions about the nature of the

underlying data.
2. Neural nets cope well with noisy or fuzzy data.
3. It can automatically account for correlations between the various measures that aIfed the output.

3.10

Model Based Intrusion detection

This approach was proposed in [GL91J and is a variation on misuse intrusion detection that combines
models of misuse with evidential reasoning to support conclusions about the occurrence of a misuse. There
is a database of attack scenarios, each of which comprises a sequence of behaviors making up the attack.
At any given moment the system is considering a subset of these attack scenarios as likely ones under which
the system might be currently under attack. It seeks to vcrify them by seeking information in the audit
trail to substantiate or refute the attack scenario (the anticipator). The anticipator generates the next
behavior to be veri1ied in the audit trail, based on the current active modcls, and passes these behaviors
to the planner. The planner determines how the hypothesized behavior will show up in the audlt data
and translates it into a system dependent audit trail match. This mapping from behavior to activity must
be such as to be easily recognized in the audit trail, and must have a high likelihood of appearing in the
beh.wior. That is to say that
P(Activityl Behavior)
P(ActivltYI", Behavior)
must be high.
As evidence for some scenarios accumulates, while for others drops, the active models list. is upd;:tted.
The evidential rCa.'>oning calculus buill. into the system pcrmits one to soundly update the likelihood of
occurrence of the attack scenarios in thc active models list.
The advantages of model based intrusion detection are:
1. It is based on a mathematically sound theory of reasoning in the presence of uncertainty. This is in

contrast to expert system approaches to dealing with uncertainty in which retraction of intermediate
conclusions is not easy, as evidence to the contrary accumulates. Expert systems also have difficulty
in explaining away conciusiDns once facts, contraelicting earlier asserted facts, are made known. These
problems can be avoided using a graphical approach such as evidential reasDning.
2. It can potentially reduce substantial amounts Df processing required per audit record by monitoring
for coarser grained events in the passive mode and actively monitoring finer grained events as coarser
events arc detected.
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3. The planner provides independence of representation from the underlying audit trail representation.
The disadvantages of model based intrusion detection are:
1. This approach places additional burden on the person creating the intrusion detection models to
assign meaningful and accurate evidence numbers to various parts of the graph representing the
model.

2. As proposed, the model seems to suggest the usc of behaviors specifiable by a sequential chain of
events I:mt that does not seem to be a limitation of the model.
3. It is not clear from the model how behaviors can be compiled efficiently in the planner and the effect
this will have on the run time efficiency of the detector. This, however, is not a weakness of the
model per 5e.
It must be mentioned that model based intrusion detection does not replace the statistical anomaly portion
of intrusion detection systems, but rather complements it. For a thorough treatment of reasoning in the
presence of uncertainty see [Pea88].

3.11

Dorothy Denning's Generic Intrusion Detection Model

[Den87] established a model of intrusion detection independent of the system, type of input and the
specific intrusions to be monitored. A brief description of the generic model will also help in rehLting
specific examples of intrusion detection systems to it and viewing how these systems fit into or en hance it.
Fig. 3 describes how the generic intrusion detection system works. The event generator is generic, the
actual events may come from audit records, network packets, or any other observable and monitored
activity. These events serve as the basis for the detection of abnormality in the system. The Activity
Profile is the global state of the Intrusion Detection system. It contains variables that calculate the
behavior of the system using predefined statistical measures. These variables arc sma1·t variables. Each
variable is associated with a pattern specification which is matched against the generated event records
and the matched records provide data to update their value appropriately. For example, there may be
a variable NumErrs representing the statistical measure sum which calculates the total number of errors
committed by the subject in a single login session. Each variable is associated with one of the statistical
measures built into the system, and knows how to update itself based on the information contained in the
matched event records.
The Activity Profile can also generate new profiles dynamically for newly created subjects and objects
based on pattern templates. If new users are added to the system, or new files created, these templates
instantiate new proftles for them. It can also generate anomaly records when some statistical variable
takes on an anomalous value, for example when NumErrs takes on an inordinately high value. The Rule
Set contains a set of Expert System rules which can be triggered based on event records, anomaly records
and time expirations. The rules fire as their antecedents are satisfied and make inferences which may
trigger further rules and inferences. It interacts with the Activity Profile by updating it based on its rules.
There are variations on how the rules comprising the rule set are determined, whether the rule set is coded
a priori or can adapt and modify itself depending on the type of intrusions, the nature of interaction between it and the Activity ProfIle, or the environment and a learning classifier. The basic theme, however,
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Figure 3: A Generic Intrusion Detection Model
of formulating statistical metrles good for identifying intrusions, computing their value, and recognizing
anomalies in their values appears in most. of the systems built to date. Conceptually, the Activity Profile module docs the anomaly detedion, while the Rule Set module performs misuse detection. Different
techniques and methods can- be substituted [or these modules without altering the conceptual view substantially. However, some newer techniques of anomaly detection do not map well into the internal details
ofthe Activity Profile as outlined in the paper. For example, the neural net approach of anomaly detection
does not easily fit the framework of smart variables and the calculation of a number for an anomaly value.
It is also not clear which module TIM [TCL90] would be placed in. It detects behavioral anomalies and
therefore might be a candidate for being placed in the Activity Profile, but it does so by generating rules
and firing them when conditions in the if part of the rules is satisfied, much like expert systems. Very
recent approaches like model based approaches are too different to fit this framework directly.

3.12

Shortcomings of Current Intrusion Detection Systems

In general, the cost of building an intrusion detection system is immense. The specification of the rules
of the expert system and the choice of the underlying statistical metrics must be made by one who is not
only a security expert, but also familiar with the expert system rule specification language.
Intrusion Detection systems written for one environment arc difficult to use in other environments that
may have similar policies and concerns. This is because much of the system and its rule set must be specific
to the environment being monitored. Each system is, in some sense, ad-hoc and custom designed for its
target. Reuse and retargetting are difficult unless the system is designed in such a generic manner that it
may be inefficient or of limited power.
Lastly, there is no easy way to test existing Intrusion Detection systems. Potential attack scenarios are
difficult to simulate and known attacks difficult to duplicate. Further, a lack of a common audit trail
format hampers experimentation and comparison of the effectiveness of existing systems to common attack
scenarios.
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Summary of Intrusion Detection Techniques

Several Intrusion Detection systems have been proposed and implemented. Most of them derive from
the statistical Intrusion Detection model of [Den87J. Some of them, for example [BK8S, Sma88, LJL +89,
SSHW88, LV89, LJL+89] use the audit trail generated by a C2 or higher rated computer, for input.
Others, for example {HLMS90, HLM91] try to analyze intrusions by analyzing network connections and
the flow of information in a network. Others still [SBD+91] (not elaborated in this report) have expanded
the scope of detection by distributing anomaly detection across it heterogeneous network and centrally
analyzing partial results of these distributed sources to piece together a picture of a potential intrusion
which may be missed by the individual analysis of each source. Among non statistical approaches to
ID is the work by Teng [TCL90] which analyzes individual user audit trails and attempts to infer the
sequential relationships between the various events in the trail and the neural net modeling of behavior
by Simonian et. al [FHRS90]. A promising approach for future intrusion detection systems might involve
Bayesian classification [CKS+SS, CHS91]. There are several issues that we have omitted, including audit
trail reduction and browsing for intrusion detection [Wet93, Moi], non-parametric pat..t..ern recognition
techniques [Lan92] etc. Audit trail reduction techniques permit the compression of audit data into coarser,
higher abstraction events, which may be queried later by the security officer to retrieve information rapidly
and efficiently. Non parametric techniques for anomaly detection have the advantage that they make no
assumptions about the statistical distribution of the underlying data, and are useful when such assumptions
do not hold. The interested reader is advised to follow up on these references for more information.

4

Intrusion Detection Using Pattern Matching

The previous section presented an overview of the various types of intrusion detectors commonly used today
and the techniques they use for detecting intrusions. This section examines in depth, one particular method
of detecting intrusions, namely misuse intrusion detection using pattern matching. We first examine the
generic problems encountered in misuse intrusion detection via pattern matChing, notably the amount of
data to be matched and the generality of the signatures to be matched. We then state what we believe
are important goals of any system that attempts 1..0 do misuse intrusion detection. Qur attempt here is to
lay down metrics for a misuse intrusion detector that we will use later, to measure the effectiveness of our
model of misuse intrusion detection using pattern matching. We are not implying completeness of these
criteria, but hope to have captured the most significant requirements of such a system. As we are focusing
on pattern matching as the means of intrusion detection we include a brief overview of some relevant string
matching results in section 4.1. Several results in approximate string matching are applicable to misuse
intrusion detection, except that in some instances approximate string matching provides a more general
solution than is needed for misuse intrusion detection.
To provide a generic framework for understanding the characteristics of intrusion signatures, we propose a
set of orthogonal characteristics of signatures so that signatures can be studied in terms of these simpler
basis properties. This partitioning is discussed in section 4.2 and section 4.3 illustrates the use of this basis
set by classifying some attack classes in terms of this set. Finally, section 4.4 describes our proposed model
for misuse intrusion detection.
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Difficulties in Intrusion Detection using Pattern Matching
There are several difficulties in doing misuse intrusion detection using pattern matching. The generic
problem, and, by far the most dominant one is the sheer rate at which data is generated by a modern
processor. A typical C2 audit mechanism can fill a 1Gb disk in less than an hour on a muHiuser system;
a Sun SPARe 4-CPU system can saturate 2 CPUS and 100% of the disk channel logging the activities of
the other two CPUS. The amount of data substantially increases in a networked environment.
The other major problem 1s the nature of the matching itself. An attacker may perform several adions
under different user identities, and at different times, ultimately leading to a system compromise. Because
an intrusion signature specification, by its nature, requires the possibility of an arbitrary number of intervening events between successive events of the signature, and because we are generally interested in the
first (or all) occurrence(s) of the signature, there can be several partial matches of each signature at any
given moment, requiring substantial overhead in time and space keeping track of each partial match. In
some scenarios, there may be weeks between events. In others, different portions of an attack scenario
can be executed over several login sessions and the system is then required to keep track of the partial
matches over login sessions. Sometimes the signature may specify arbitrary permutations of sub-patterns
comprising the pattern, which would be too many to enumerate separately, thus making tIle recognition
problem mILch more difficult.
Uefol'e we attempt to solve any of these problems particular to misuse intrusion detection using pattern
matching, we must abstract the problems and place them in the larger context of a generic solution to
misuse intrusion detection. This will have the benefit, not only of providing a yardstick against which
general solutions can be compared, but also servc to qualify the success of the solution that we propose,
based on these criteria. To this end we propose the following to be the key design goals that the final
system or matching detection model must possess in as large a measure as possible.
Generality. The modcl should capture all or almost all the known and hypothesized next generation
attacks.
Efficiency of the common case. The model should be fast for the common case and should not unduly
pcnali7.c the common case because of the uncommon case.
Real Time behavior, in as much as it can be achieved.
Portability of the signature representation across existing and future audit trail formats. The portability
must be considered ascending the security rating as well as across implementations of the same
security rating by different manufacturers.
Embeddability. This is a desirability, for embeddability can free the signature representation language
of the clutter of providing general language constructs best left to general purposc languages within
which it can be embedded.
Scalability of the model as an increasing number of signatures arc added to the system.
Low Resource Overhead. The system should not consumc inordinate amounts of memory/cpu to run
cffectively.
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Our approach to designing a model for misuse intrusion detection is to start with a classification (resulting,
perhaps, in a hierarchy) of intrusion scenarios and devise efficient algorithms to detect intrusions in each
category. We have developed a matching model tailored for misuse detection and we show that the above
mentioned goals of generality, efficiency of the common case, portability and scalability are realized in our
model. The remaining characteristics of efficiency, real time behavior and low resource overhead will be
determined by an implementation of our model and running tests on it. The results of the implementation
will be presented in a later report. We partition the intrusion signatures along the orthogonal characLeristics
shown in section 4.2 and, to lllustrate, we classify a few categories of attacks in terms of these characteristics
in section 4.3.
A fundamental assumption made in the requirement of matching audit trails against intrusion pattern
specifications is that the common case of representing intrusion scenarios weighs heavily or exclusively
towards the specification of patterns embodying the "follows" semantics rather than the "immediately
follows" semantics. For example, wi tIl the "follows" semantics the pattern ab specifies the occurrence of
the event a followed by the occurrence of event b and not a immediately followed by b with no intervening
event. In Unix regular C!xpression syntax, this means that any two adjacent sub patterns within a pattern
are separated by an implicit". *". This assumption is reasonable under the current mechanism of audit trail
generation and modern user interfaces which allow users to login simultaneo~sly through several windows
whereby audited events from multiple processes overlap in the audit trail.
Because of this overwhelming requirement of matching with an arbitrary number and type of intervening
events between two specified events, the field of approximate pattern matching is relevant to intrusion
detection. We outline some related results from this field in the next section. They are also used in later
sections to compare against results obtained in our model.

4.1

A Brief Overview of Relevant Results in Pattern Matching

The class of pattern matching algorithms of interest in misuse intrusion detection is that of discrete
approximate matching. This is because of the basic requirement of allowing an arbitrary number of events
between adjacent sub-patterns. However, discrete approximate matching is too broad in scope for detecting
intrusions 1 and its specialization of interest is termed matching with the "follows" semantics in this report.
The longest common subsequence problem (see [WF74] for a fuller treatment), referred to as LCS, is used
to illustrate the applicability of approximate matching to misuse intrusion detection. Consider the input
to be the stream of events abc d dab ace b c to be matched against the pattern (intrusion signature)
a d a c. The pattern does not occur in the input if an exact match ("immediately follows" semantics) is
desired. However, if an approximate match is desired, the pattern matches the input in the following sense

abCddabacebC]
[ aEEdEaEEcEEE
where

E

indicates that the input event does not match any character in the pattern.

If the misuse intrusion detection question is framed in terms of the edit distance of converting the input

to the pattern, with deletion costs = 0, insertion costs = mismatch costs = 1, it is to determine if the
minimum cost of converting the input, to the pattern is O. That is, insertions and mlsmatches between the
input and the pattern are disallowed. For the example problem there is a linear time algorithm as stated
in observation 1, page 35. The general LCS problem can be solved using dynamic programming in O(mn)
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time where m is the size of the pattern and n that of the input. This holds for both the off·line and the
online versions of the match. In off-line matching, all the input is known in advance, in the online case
matching proceeds as each input character becomes available.
Results in approximately matching various classes of patterns are summarized in the table below. These
time bounds hold for arbitrary values of deletion, insertion and mismatch costs, and arc not optimized
for the special case of misuse intrusion detection. They are restricted to online matching because we are
primarily concerned with real time intrusion detection. RE stands [or regular expressions and sequence
refers to the type of patterns used in the example above (same as fixed linear patterns defmed on page 27).
The column match denotes the type of match determined by the corresponding algorithm. An entry of
"all endpts" denotes that the algorithm detects all positions in the input where a match with the pattern
ends, but cannot reconstruct the match sequence, "all" denotes that the algorithm can also construct the
match. However, finding all-matches of a pattern in the input is an all paths source to sink problem and
is computationally hard.

G

Pattern

Time

Space

Preproc

Sequence
Sequence
Sequence

O(mn)
O(mn)
O(n)

O(m)
O(mn)
O(m)

RE
RE

O(mn)
O(mn)

O(m)
O(mn)

Hatch

Reference

Comment

0(1)
0(1)
0(1)

all endpts
all
all endpts

[WF74]
[WF74)
[BYGS9, WM9lj

O(m)
O(m)

all endpts
all

[MMS9j
[MMS9j

Using dynamic programming.
Using dynamic programminga .
Pattern fits within a word of the
computer. Small integer values of
costs.
Using dynamic programming.
Using dynamic programmingG •

Docs not include the time for enumerating all malclles whicll may be exponential

While approximate pattern matching is useful in misuse intrusion detection, the general problem in misuse
intrusion detection cannot be reasonably solved by current pattern matching techniques. For example,
it requires matching of partial orders, context free and context sensitive structures, and matching in the
presence of time, a notion inherent in audit trail generation and very important in specifying intrusions_
Traditional pattern matching has restricted iLself to sequences, which is subsumed under the notion of
lime.
The results on pattern matching above are useful starting points for further investigation. For specialized
classes of patterns, some of these results are directly applicable or can be improved [Appendix A]. It is
our attempt to unify the disparate algorithms and pattern classes into one generalized model without
sacrificing the efficiency of individual classes.
Because of the complexity of matching requ.irement [or misuse intrusion detection, we partition intrusion
signatures into a set of orthogonal characteristics in the next section, with the intention of classifying them
in terms of these characteristics.
4.2

Orthogonal Characteristics of Patterns Used to Model Attacks

Linearity. By linearity of the patterns we mean that the specified sequence of events compflsmg the
signature pattern is a strict chain of one event following another, with no conjunction, disjunction,
* (0 or more) etc. Examples: foo, aXbcX, aXbcY(Y.time - X.time ~ 5). Capitalized variables
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denote arbitrary events except that later occurrences of a capital variable refer to the same value
that was bound in the first occurrence.
By non linearity, on the other hand 1 we mean that patterns can specify partial orders. One can thus
say that b follows a and d follows c, but there 1s no connection between ab and cd. For example, the
attack scenario [llg92]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

cp Ibin/sh /usrlspool/mail/root
chmod 4755 lusr/spool/mail/root
touch x
mail root < x
/usrlspool/mail/root

can be specified by the partial order

54

•

touch

13

55

t2

11
linitl

14

~----+--o
51

cp

52

chmod

53

56
mail

Figure 01: Representing a Partial Order of Events
as the only dependency of touch is that it occur before mail. States marked with a '*' indicate initial
states (will be elaborated on later) of the partial order.
Unification. This is a characteristic of patterns which instantiate variables to earlier events and match
these events to later occurring events. The instantiation is meant to be ·over an infinite space, otherwise the pattern can be written as a set of DRs representing all the possibilities of the instantiation.
For example one can specify the pattern abXcd which means event a, followed by event b, followed
by any event, which is stored and made available through the variable X, followed by c, followed
by d. We refer to this style of intrusion signature specification and matching, pattern matching with
unification. For example attacks of the type

1. In
2.

-x

se~uid_shell_script

-x
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can be generalized into the pattern [llg92J
hardlink(FILEl, FILE2)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

execute (FILE2j

name (FILE2j ~ "-*"
not owner(FILEl) = USER
permitted(SUID, FILEl)
shell_script (FILEl)
permitted(XGRP, FILE!)
permitted(XOTH, FILE!)

1. not euid

USER

Figure 5: A pattern illustrating unification

Ail the capitalized identifiers, like FILE!, FILE2 etc. are variables, and take on values corresponding
to every audit record against which the pattern is matched. Bound identifiers can be referenced later
to retrieve the values bound to them. Once instantiated, identifier values do not change.
Occurrence. This characteristic specifies the relative placement in time of an event with respect to the
p,"eviolls evenls. For example, in figure 4 there might be an occurrence specification that the event
at transition t2 occur within 5s of transition tl. An event can have many previous events and the
placement constraint can be specified with respect to any such event. For exi:Llllple, event mail at
transition ttl has two prevlous events, chmod at t2 and touch at t3. A complex constraint might
specify tlmt T t .! - T t2 E [0,2] and T!4 - T/ 3 E [2,7]. The total time within which a pattern must
be matched can be easily specified by Imposing a constraint on the last event with respect to the
first. Tltis constraint is an interval within which the specified event must begin. That is, for the
specification TN - T t3 E [2,7] to be satisfied, the event at t3 must begin at least 2 units before the
event at t4, but no earlier than 7 units before.
Beginning. Tlus specifies the absolute time of match of the beginning of a pattern. It can be significant
if the detection of certain signatures is more memungful during certain times. For example, invalid
logins at night might be more significant than during daytime. Thls constraint permits use of ranges.
Duration. This characteristic places constraints on the time duration for which the event must be active.
This is also specified as a range.
Three more characterlstics determlne significantly the kinds of theoretical bounds that can be placed on
the matching solution.
Dynamic Input. In this case the input is not known in advance before matching begins, but input Is
generated dynamically. Tltis is also referred to in string matching literature as online matdting,
as opposed to off-line matching in which the input Is known in advance. If the algorithm for the
static case is efficient while that of the dynamic case intractable, a window of previous input may
be consldered for the application of the static algorithm, wlth a concomitant loss of accuracy in
detection.
Dynamic Patterns. Here patterns can be added or deleted as matching proceeds. This might be useful
in model based intrusion detection.
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All or One Match. This is the requirement of finding all matches of a pattern in a given input stream,
or simply findlng whether the pattern occurs in the stream.
In order to show the relevance of these pattern characteristics and the resulting simplification on examining
intrusion signatures in terms of these simpler characteristics, we take a few categories of attack and show
how each can be represented by the orthogonal characteristics that we have mentioned.

4.3

Some Examples of Attack Scenario Classification

The previous section examined characteristics of intrusion patterns by breaking them into simpler, independent properties. These properties are used to build a classification of signatures in this section. This
classification is not strictly a hierarchy as characteristics easy to match at lower levels of the classification
become intractable at upper levels. Thus, some of the characteristics present in lower levels are dropped in
higher levels. The classification, meant to be illustrative, is outlined below and summarized in the following
table.
1. Existence. The fact that something(s) ever existed is sufficient to detect the intrusion attempt. Simple

existence can often be found by static scanning of the file system, ala the COPS [FS91] and Tiger
[SSH93] systems. This means looking for changed permissions or certain special ftles.
2. Sequence. The fact that several things happened in strict sequence (with the "immediately follows"
or "follows" semantics) is sufficient to specify the intrusion. The vast majority of known intrusion
patterns fall into categories 1 & 2.
3. Partial order. Several events arc defined in a partial order, for example as in Iig. 4.
4. Duration. This requires that something(s) existed or happened for not more than or no less than a
certain interval of time.
5. Interval. Things happened an exact (plus or minus clock accuracy) interval apart. This is specified by
the conditions that an event occur no earlier and no later than x units of time after another event.
In the table below, Y stands for yes and N for no. Under the linearity column LIN, L stands for linear and
NL for non linear. '"'-+ 0 means that existence is a limiting case of linearity in which the sequence length
tends to o. Also note that the choice of particular values under LIN, UNIF etc. corresponding to the types
of attack is arbitrary, and reflects our belief in the most promising direction of investigation for efficient
algorithms.

#
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Type of Attack
Existence
Sequence
Partial Order
Duration
Interval

LIN

UNIF

ace

BEG

~o

YIN
YIN
YIN

[0,01
[0, co]
[0,00]
[0,00]
[x,xl

YIN
YIN

L
NL
L
L

N

YIN

N
N
N

DUR
N
N
N
Y

N

Table 1: Classification of some attack types in terms of simpler pattern characteristics.
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An Overview

This section introduces the pattern matching model proposed for matching intrusion signatures. It is based
on Colored Petri Nets. Each .intrusion signature is represented as a Petri net and the notion of start states
and fmal state is used to define match.lng in this model. The notion of linearity/non linearity is easily
subsumed in this model because of its generality, unification is introduced through the use of globally
visible variables, and occurrence. beginning 8'; duration constraints are introduced through the use
of gumd expressions in tIle net. In the subsequent section we analyze the model to see how well it does
against the criteria specified earlier for an ideal miSllSQ detector.
The following computation models were considered for their suitability in detecting intrusions via pattern
matching. The premise in investigating these models is that they are to be used as intuitively and directly
as possible in representing intrusion signatures. For example, attribute grammars are known to be Turing
complete, so a program in any model of computation can be mapped to an equivalent attribute grammar.
However, using an AG to recognize a set of sentences whose underlying structure does not lend itself to
being represented as a CFG is not very intuitive and, therefore would not be very useful for the human
responsible for wrlting the intrusion signatures.
1. Regular Expressions. Traditional matching with regular expressions is fast (linear in the input with
the "immediately follows" semantics) and well understood. Approximate match.ing is polynomial in
its input. However, regular expressions can represent only very simple attack scenarios not including
non linearity, unification or duration.

2. Deterministic Context Free Grammars like LR, LALR are easily subsumed under Attribute Grammars. By themselves they arc of limited use because they cannot handle unification, occurrence or
duration. There is no easy way to extend them to match with the "follows" semantics.
3. Attribute Grammars provide a very powerful representation mechanism but do not provide a natural
human understandable graphical model for their representation. Graphical models can be imposed on
them which would make them very similar to CP nets. Furthermore, to be useful to humans writing
intrusion signatures as attribute grammars, the underlying signature specification would need to be
context free, and for efficient matching, deterministic context free. Like CFG's there is no easy way
to extend them to match with the "follows" semantics.
4. Colored Petri Nets. The main advantage here is that the model itself is conceptually so general that
extensions to it do not change it substantially. They are also naturally represented as graphs and
have well defined semantics.
We have adapted the CP net model [Jen92] for pattern matching because of its generality, conceptual
simplicity and graphical representability. This model represents the [arm in which patterns are internally
stored and matched. Externally, a language can be designed to represent signatures in a more programmer
natural framework, and programs in the language compiled to tltis internal representation for matching.
Work in this direction is planned at COAST once the underlying matching model is validated and thoroughly tested.
To recall briefly, our attempt is to match incoming events (audit trail records or higher abstractions) to
the patterns representing intrusion scenarios. Consider, as an example, the representation of the attack
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scenario on page 19, as represented in figure 4. s1 and 54 are the initial states of the net and 56, its final
state. Any net in our model requires the specification of ~ 1 initial states (to represent partial orders of
events) and exactly 1 final state. The circles represent states and the thick bars, the transitions. At the
start of the match, a token is placed in each initial state. This is called the initial marking of the net.
Each state may contain an arbitrary number of tokens. An arbitrary distribution of tokens in the net is
referred to as its marking.
The net also has associated with it, a set of variables, in the Prolog sense, Le. assignment to the variables
is tantamount to unification, which are globally visible to the pattern. This is unlike variables in CP-ncts
which are local to transitions. Variables local to a transition can be simulated by using the global variable
name space. Allowing only global variables does not dilute the expressiveness of the model. We feel that the
choice between localfglobal variables is a user interface issue and rests in the domain oflanguage design, if
a language were to be designed as an alternative representation of this model. Local variable specifications
in such a language can easily be translated to the above described model by choosing a separate part of the
global variable name space, much like is done in imperative language compilation. For related work which
uses a language front-end for an underlying matching model in intrusion detection see [HCMM92, WB90).
Each token maintains its own local copy of these globally visible variables (depending on the pattern the
token is associated with), the reason being that each token can make its own variable "bindings" as it flows
towards the final state. In CP-net terminology, each token is colored, and its color can be thought of as
the cross product of the variable types associated with the pattern.
The net also contains a set of directed arcs which connect places to other places and transitions in the net.
The arcs which connect places to other places are (transitions in wllich tokens can flow nondeterministically
from one place to another without being triggered by an event. Each transition is associated with the type
of event, called its label, which must occur before the transition will fire. For example in figure 4, transition
t1 is labeled with the event cp, t3 is labeled with the event touch and so on. Nondeterminism can be
specified by the labels given to the transitions by labeling more than one outgoing transition of i:t state by
the same label. There is, however, no concurrency in the net, an event can fire at most 1 transition. A
transition is said to be enabled if all its input states contain at least one token.
Optional expressions, called guards, can be placed at each transition. These expressions permit assignment
to the global variables of the pattern, for example the values of matched event fields; variable testing for
equality, <, > etc.; calling built in functions on the variables etc. Guards are boolean expressions which
evaluate to true or false. Compare this with [lIg92, PK92] in which guards are placed on states rather
than transitions. Guards are evaluated in the context of the event which matches the transition label and
the set of consistenl tokens which enable the transition. For example in figure 7, in order for transition
t4 to fire, there must be at least 1 token in each of states 53 and 55, and the enabling pair of tokens (one
from 53, the other from 55) must have consistently bound (unifiable) pattern variables, and the unified
token and the event of type c together must satisfy the guard at t4. A transition fires if it is enabled and
an event of the same type as its label occurs that satisfies the guard at the transition. When a transition
fires, all the input tokens that have caused the transition to fire are merged to one token, and copies of
this unified token are placed in each output place of the transition.
The process of merging resolves conflicts in bindings (i.e. unifies or rejects the combination of tokens)
between the tokens to be merged and stores a complete description of the path that each token traversed
in getting to the transition. Thus a token not only represents binding, but also the composite path that
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the token encountered along its way to this state.
As an example consider the following signature which raises an alarm if the number of unsuccessful login
attempts for user kumar exceeds 3 within a minute. The example below only serves to illustrate the idea,
and has no bearing on the signature representation format.

login(user
login(user
login(user
login(user

= kumar •
= kumar,
= kumar
= kumar •
J

= YES,

time

= Tl)

#failed login due to exception

exception = YES. time

= T2)

if T2 -

exception

exception = YES)

exception

= YES)

Tl

< 180s

Its corresponding CP-net is
t = Tl

(init)

login

login

login

t = T2
login

~---;"""-<>f

~
T2-Tl <= 180s

Figure 6: Four failed login attempts within a minute.

Tl and T2 arc global variables associated with the pattern.
As another example, consider the fixed partial order pattern in figure 7

54
a

13

55

{1
(init)

12

14

~
51

a

52

56
b

53

c

Figure 7: Fixed Pattern Simulation
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and the event sequence abac. The way the pattern is matched is:

Pattern consumed
.abac
a.hac

Comment

TokenConfig

{sl,s4}
{s2,s4}

Only 1 transition can fire, no
concurrency. Nondcterminism
is allowed.

ab.ac
aha.c
ahac.

{s3,s4}
{s3,s5}
{s6}

The two tokens are merged to
one. From the token in s6
we can reconstrucL the path of
each individual token from the

initial marking.
Note that merging of tokens occurs in step 4 and so docs conflict resolution. This example illustrates a
nondeterministic search of the pattern, in which tokens are removed from one Of more states and placed in
others, and tokens always make the right choice in their transitions. In a deterministic, exhaustive search
on the other hand , tokens are never moved from one state to another, they are instead duplicated and
copies moved to other states. In the case of matching in the absence of guards, this duplication is probably
noL required, but because events are tagged with data fields, this in a sense makes every event unique, and
because tokens carry bindings with them, it is not permissible to lose the binding of a token by moving
it across a transition, instead Lhe previous binding must be preserved for a future match, and a duplicate
created for the current match.
The guards allowed at the transitions are grouped into the following categories:
File Test Operations for example, testing for a me being readable, writable, executable by effective/real
user id, existence of a file, testing the size of a file etc.
Set Manipulation Operations like adding, deleting, testing for the presence of an element in a sel etc.
System Interaction Functions like systemO, raising and lowering audit levels, interacting with processes etc.
this is instantiated to the most recent transition (signature action). It may be empty, Le. NULL. It
provides a hook into the event (audit record) matched at this transition.
last takes a hook into an event (transition) as input and returns the (set of) events (audit records) matched
at the immediately previous event. In this specification of expressions, one cannot refer to values in
other tokens yet.
Logical, Arithmetic and Matching Operators like &&. II

>

=. etc.

Note: The process that does this matching must not itseU generate audit records in response to its
computation. Further, for the sake of efficiency, the average time to exercise each token (over all the
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patterns) must be much less than the average time between the generation of successive events in the
system.

The Nature of Events
Events in general are tagged with data. In particular, the time stamp at which the event "occurred" is
of special importance because of the monotonicity properties of time. The events can have an arbitrary
number (though usually a small number) of tag fields. The exact number and nature of the fields is
dependent on the type of the event. Mathematically one can think of the events as being tuples with a
special field indicating the type of event. For example, one can think of the event a occurring at time t to
be the tuple (a, t). where a denotes the type of the event.

5

Analysis of Our Matching Model

The previous section described our matching model in some detail, this section presents some of its theoretical properties. The complexity of matching in this model increases rapidly with increasing complexity
of the patterns. At the simplest end are linear patterns without guards, for which well known algorithms
from discrete approximate matching [MM89, WF74, BYG89, WM91] arc applicable. Such matching can
be done deterministically and efficiently, without requiring much preprocessing of the patterns.
If the pattern is fixed but has regular or partial order features, preprocessing it to yield an equivalent
deterministic automaton is very expensive. It takes exponential time in the worst case to convert an NFA
to a DFA [ASU86, pp. 117-121]. Converting a nondeterministic partial order pattern to an equivalent
deterministic automaton is even more expensive [Appendix A]_ This forbids preprocessing of any realistic
set of partial order patterns before matching. Adding unification to fixed linear patterns makes the problem
of matching N P Complete (claim 5, Appendix A].
The expense of preprocessing the pattern types mentioned above necessitates a simulation of the non
deterministic pattern representation. Structures in the input may also be exploited to improve matching
in special cases. Two such strudures are outlined [observation 8, claim 3; Appendix A]. Both reduce
an exhaustive search of the input for matching under certain conditions. Observation 8 exploits the
monotonicity of audit record fields, for example its time stamp, which is non decreasing. A monotonic
expression that fails for a monotonic field of a particular audit record, fails for all subsequent records as
well (depending on the directions of the monotonicities of the expression and the field). Claim 3 is based
on the observation that a single match for the pattern ab (with the follows semantics) is satisfied for any
choice of a and a subsequent b. Other less significant results are also presented in Appendix /1...
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 consider the two important, practical aspects of scalability and portability III the
model. The measure of scalability is the lack of degradation in performance with an increased number of
patterns. Ideally, the degradation is sub linear with a linear increase in the number of patterns, albeit with
a linear increase in the preprocessing time. Common subexpression elimination techniques can be used to
exploit the commonality of guard subexpressions placed at the various pattern transitions to reduce this
degradation [Appendix B, sec 5.2].
Portability, considered in sec 5.3 is concerned with ensuring that intrusion signatures can be moved across
sites without rewriting to accommodate fine differences in each vendor's implementation of the same
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security rating. It also ensures their transparent movement to higher security rated systems. An abstract
audit record definition and a standard definition of a virtual machine to represent guards, ensures that
patterns precompiled to an intermediate representation can be moved across systems with minimal overhead

5.1

Theoretical Results

Definitions
Fixed Linear Pattern Matching: This denotes matching in the KMP (KMP77] or Boyer Moore [BM??]
sense, i.e. the pattern consists of a sequence of known events (symbols in KMP & BM) forming a chain
of one event following another, with no conjunction, disjunction or other "regular" features. Examples:
abc, abracadabra, faa. T.his is in contrast with patterns in which all events are ftxed (i.e. prespecified),

but the pattern is not linear and may have regular or partial order features. For example, the pattern
specification in figure 8 below
•

0:> init states

•

::> other states

11

9

c

5 d
6

final state

Figure 8: A non linear ftxed pattern
is fixed but not linear. The numbers represent states (vertices in the directed graph) and alphabets,
representing events, label the edges. Such patterns are denoted fixed.
Linear Pattern Matching: This denotes matching in patterns in which the specified sequence of events
comprising the pattern may not be fixed (allowing for unification [sec 4.2], for example), but the pattern is
a strict chain of one event following another, with no conjunction, disjunction, 0 or more etc. For example
aXbcX. aXbcYCY.time - X.time ~ 5).

The key result to note is that the complexity of matching in this model, with the exception of generalized
partial orders, is exponential lobs. la, pg. 44, Appendix A]. Matching results for specialized classes are
summarized here. The derivation details can be found in Appendix A. The attack classification listed
below, and its properties in terms of pattern characteristics, is similar to that in table 1. m is the size of
the pattern, and n that of the input.
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Attack

LIN

UN

DeC

BEG

Existence
Sequence I

~O

N
N
Y
N
N
N
N

[0,0]
[O,ooJ
[O,ooJ
[O,ooJ
[O,ooJ
[0,00]
[x, x]

YIN
YIN
YIN
YIN
YIN

Sequence II
Reg. Expr.
Partial Order
Duration
Interval

L
L
NL
NL
L
L

N

YIN

OR
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
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Time
Oem)
O(n)

,"

O(mn)
O(nm')

,"

O(1"Iogn)

Space
Oem)
Oem)
Om)
Oem)
O(m)
O(m)
O(n +m)

Match

one
one
one
one
one
one
one

Ref

C~t

A
obs. 1, pg. 35
el. 1, pg. 40
obs. 3 pg. 36
pg. 39

B

C
[AA93]

D

Table 2: A summary of matching algorithms for different attack classes.
Legend:

DR is the duration characteristic associated with the events comprising the pattern.
Match refers to all or one match.
Ref lists the reference explaining the [esull in more detail.
Conunent:

A. Existence palterns may have an associated clock event to specify evaluation of the condition at specified
intervals.
B. i is the number of initial states of the partial order. It is rarely desirable Lo convert this type of pattern to a

deterministic matching automaton.
C. A general linear pattern can be matched in exponential time by trying all possible sequcnces of the input. Wc
are unaware of bettcr bounds for this case.
D. r;::: E"P(a) x T(a), P(a);::: # of occurrences of the symbol a in the pattern, T(a);::: # of occurrcnces of a in
the input, which yields an off-line upper bound of O(mn log n).
Intrusions that can be determined by testing a condition are c1assificd in the class existence. This class
has no use of unification because instantiated variables cannot be referenced at later transitions, as there
are none. m includes the representation of the condition. Evaluating the condition requires O(m) time, in
direct proportion to ils size because condilions are loop free (see the example in Appendix C).
·When the pattern is specified as a sequence of events, it is classified as a sequence. Matching a sequence
without conditions or unification can be done efficiently in O( n) time when only a single match is desired. If
all matches are desired, it takes O(mn) space and exponential time. Finding all matches can be transformed
to finding all distinct paths between a source node and a set of sink nodes and there may be an exponential
number of such distinct paths [Appendix A]. If unification is desired in a sequence, the problem of matching
is NP Complete. This makes it as difficult to match linear patterns that require unification as matching
general linear patterns [obs. 10, pg. 44]. A majority of intrusion scenarios common today belong to either
the existence or the sequence class. The NP Completeness bound, however, holds for arbitrary patterns
and input. In practice, there are several factors that can significantly reduce the bound. They are:
• Arbitrary general unification is rarely desired. For example, unification over the event type is seldom
required. Unification is most often done over audit record fields of a given audit record type, which
significantly reduces the computation required for matching.
• Unification is often not over an infinite space, and patterns can be written to use alternation to
significantly reduce its matching complexity. This might result in a linear pattern becoming non
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In

the resulting pattern, matching takes 0(n)<\ time

• Patterns are most often deterministic, including regular expression and partial orders, and the number
of initial states of the partial order is small. Therefore, practically, match.ing regular expressions can
be done in O(n) time, and partial orders in much less time than the worst case bound .
• Multiple instances of the same intrusion pattern rarely overlap, or can be carefully written to ensure
that they do not. This means that on a successful match, all tokens that are ancestors of the matching
combination can be destroyed. That is, we need not look for overlapping matches.
The rest of the categories and the associated time and space bounds are self explanatory. Further optimizations can be made in matching several of these categories. They are outlined in Appendix A. Matching
in the general case can also be improved by exploiting the monotonicity of audit record fields. Two such
optimizations are detailed in Appendix A. In a practical system, in order to control space requirements,
tokens that will never lead to a match should be garbage collected. For example, tokens may have variables bound to filenames, process numbers and other system objects. If these objects are destroyed the
corresponding tokens may become garbage and can be collected. The machinery required to do this is not
presented here as it does not add conceptually to our model of matching. The machinery also obviales the
need to specify such explicit exclusion of events in the pattern, resulting in simpler paltern specifications.
It is now shown how multiple patterns can be matched in our model.

5.2

Scalability or Matching Many Patterns Efficiently

The problem of scalability is controlling the complexity of matching as the number of patterns to be
matched increases. This section invesligates approaches to matching several patterns in the audit trail.
Matching scveral fixed linear patterns takes as much time as a regular expression formed by the alternation
of the patterns in the worst case. The case of several regular expressions is subsumed under matching a
single regular expression. Matching several partial orders is discussed under matching several general
patterns. If a virtual machine and its instruction set is defined to represent and evaluate guards, common
subexpression elimination techniques from compiler design [ASU8G] can be IIsed to improve their evaluation.
For an example of l1tis see Appendix C wh.ich shows a 25% asymptotic runtime reduclion in multiple guard
evaluation.
Scalability results derived in our model arc summarir.ed below. The classes of attack arc the same as in
Table 2. k is the number of patterns to be matched simultaneously. Each of the k patterns is of sir.c
mr, ... , mk respectively and M = ml +... + mk is the total pattern size. n is the size of the input and m
is the largest mi. Details can be found in Appendix B.
4A

runction is 0(1) if it grows no raster than f) it is 0(f) if it grows at the sa.me ra.te as f.
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Attack

LIN

Existence

~O

Sequence J
Sequence IT

RE
Partial Order
Duration
Interval

L
L
NL
NL
L
L

UN!F
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N

DCC
[0, OJ
[0,=1
[0,=1
[0,=1
[0,=1
[O,=J
[x,x]
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BEG

OUR

Time

Space

YIN
YIN
YIN
YIN
YIN

N
N
N
N
N
Y
N

OeM)
OeMn)

OeM)
OeM)
O(M)
O(M)
O(M)
OeM)
O(n+M)

N

YIN

exp

O(Mn)
O(knmi n )
exp

O(krlogn)

Hat
on,
Olle
ooe
one
Olle

Ref

obs. 11, pg. 46

cbs. 3

all

-

Olle

obs. 6, [AA931

Table 3: Summary of matching multiple patterns in the same attack category.
In most classes above, the approach to matching several patterns is to match each independent of the
other. The following observation for matching general pal.lerns reduces the complexity of matching.

For any input audit event, only transitions labeled with that event type need be exercised. If
tIle event types are uniformly distributed over the pattern and the input, substantial savings
may result.

The table above did not take into account the presence of guards at the transitions. One approach to
matching in the presence of guards might be to ignore them during matching, and on success, to verify
that they arc also satisfied. The chief difficulty with this approach is that techniques [or space efficient
approximate matching do not store the entire dynamic programming matrix, but only the current and the
previous columns (each column equals the size of the pattern). This means that all positions in the input
that approximately match the pattern can be determlned, but not all the matches. Thus there is no way
to verify that guards are also satisfied without determlning the exact match because guard evaluation is
dependent on audit record fields.

Approaches to Matching Multiple General Patterns
For the most general case (each pattern being a CP-net) involving multiple patterns, there arc several
approaches, the simplest is to exercise every pattern against every input event. Pictorially, tlllS looks like:
Pat 1

Pat n

~

,.--

••

••
•

•

'---~

input event

Figure 9: One approach to handling multiple patterns
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The filled dots represent tokens corresponding to enabled transitions in the patterns, some of which may
exercise on the current event (if the guards at these transitions evaluate true). Each pattern keeps track
of the tokens that may need to be duplicated or moved, and is given control to exercise the tokens, even
if the pattern may return the control immediately because no transition fires on the input event.
A slightly improved approach is to compute, for every input event, the tokens, across all the patterns that
can possibly be exercised. This approach looks like:

Figure 10: Another approach to handling multiple patterns

The box B takes in an input event and computes the tokens, across all patterns, corresponding to eni:Lbled
transitions, that can possibly make a transition on that event. This makes it unnecessary to hand over
control to patterns that have no enabled transition to be exercised on the current event and also avoids
the lookup done by each pattern individually to determine enabled transitions (though that may be very
efficient) by coalescing the individual lookups.
However, we can do better than the above approaches. These approaches disregard the evaluation of guards
at the transitions while computing the list of active tokens, and evaluate the guard for each enabled transition, even when the guard expressions are similar. Common subexpression elimination techniques from
compiler theory can be applied to avoid their re-evaluation across guards. This idea can also be combined
with that of representing match patterns as a network [For82J. The amount of common subexpression
elimination realized depends on the number and nature of the guards. More expression elimination can
be achieved if the guards can be broken into simpler, more prim.itive expressions, similar to the case of
compiling code.
This can be done by defining a virtual machine with simple instructions to evaluate the guards. A standard
definition of the machine instruction set will also help in the portability of "compiled" guards and patterns
across machines. The virtual machine needs to be extensible so that newer information present in morc
sophisticated audit trails can be easily incorporated. Some instruction types supported are:
1. Assignment, i.e. unification.

2. Indexing to retrieve fields from the abstract audit record.
3. Useful inbuilt operations to interact with the operating system and general purpose utility functions.
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4. Regular expression matching.
5. Testing of condltionals.
For an example of such a machine, see Appendix C.

5.3

Portability

By portability we mean:
• Portability of intrusion signatures across dlfferenL interpretations of the same auditing level, by different manufacturers of the same underlying operating system. The similarity of the underlying
operating systems dictates similarity of flaws across the versions. For example the differing interpretations of C2 security by SunGS and AT&T SVR4.

By representing signatures in a machine independent format; using a standard deIinition of the virtual
machine matching the patterns; and using an abstract, extensible audit trail that is independent of
any specific vendor implementation the portability of intrusion signatures can be ensured.
Two levels of translation of the native audlt trall, once to the abstract audit trail, and again to read
and process the abstract trail internally for matching, can be avoided by an appropriate description
of the native audit trail format in the backend of the virtual machine. The virtual machine for any
specific audlt trail architecture would then look like:
Native Audit Trail Format Description

Generic~

Tx

VM

VM for the specific Audit Trail

• The same signatures should be usable when ascending the auditing level for a given

as.

This can be achieved with an appropriate definition of the abstract audit trail, when signatures
written for a lower security audlting level are moved to a higher security auditing level. The converse,
however, is not true in general, because there may be information in the higher security auditing
lacking in the lower one. In tILis case an appropriate error is flagged.
Generically, signatures can be thought of in two equivalent ways, either as progmm specifications, or
a.'> data to a matching program. In the former, the program specification is compiled for each audit
trail while in the latter, the m;:tLching program is compiled for the specific audit trail. The dependence
on specific audit trail architectures can be removed by defining an intermediate, standardlzed audit
trail but results in an extra level of indirection in matching.
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Extensions/FUture work

When the guards corresponding to all transitions wiLh the same label are merged together for eSE, it is
not clear what order they must be merged in. There are no semantics to the expressions forming each
guard and ideally all the expressions in all the guards must be merged in an order to achieve maximum
overlap between the expressions, taking into account the probability of occurrence of each expression. Rete
network generation has applicability to this problem and can perhaps be used to complle the gumds in an
order to achieve much better performance.
It would be interesting to determine if certain audit records can be omitted, i.e. not exercised on any token
in any paLlern, without affecting the accuracy of the detection, for the class of intrusions of interest. If the
accuracy is affected, it would be useful to characterize the relationship between the types and amount of
omission and the accuracy of detection for different classes of intrusions.

We mentioned in section 4.4 that states can have arbitrary number of tokens. This may not be possible
in practice. It would be of interest to determine how matching is affected if the capacity of states to hold
tokens is restricted and some replacement scheme put into effect to determine the token to be discarded
when adding newer generated tokens. It might be that the class of intrusions common today follow a
locality of attack rule with respect to the tokens.
While not directly related to this work, it would be useful to design a Bayesian belief network which
incorporates the interdependence between the various anomalies and intrusions common today, as suggested
in section 3.4. Such a model can be useful in combining observed data on a system and assigning belief to
the hypothesis that an intrusion is occurring given the observed data.

7

Conclusions

In summary, the paper followed the following broad outline:
• It studied and formalized the problem of applying a pattern matching solution to misuse intrusion
detection [sec. 4]. It proposed a set of metrics to evaluate a generic misuse intrusion detector.
• It presented a simple engineering solution to the problem [sec. 4.4].

• It analyzed the solution to derive some of its theoretical properties and outlined some of its limitations.
It suggested methods and heuristics to improve the solution in practice [sec. 5, Appendices A, B, Gj.

The model is interesting and appealing from a theoretical standpoint. However, its true test is an evaluation of its implementation running under "live" conditions. We hope to implement tltls model and get
experimental results in the near future. The results will be reported in a future report.
Once the model is implemented our goal is to make it, as well as several sample intrusion patterns available
to anyone who wants it. Users can then add their own libraries of signatures to deal with intrusions specific
at their site. Interested parties are invited to contact the authors for current status and availability
information.
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Appendix A

This appendix presents results in matching various categories of attack patterns in our model. AII results,
unless otherwise specified, are derived for the case of matching with the follows semantics. Arguments
are sometimes made in lieu of formal proofs to substantiate the claims. Formal proofs will appear in a
subsequent report. The results are presented as claims and observations. Claims are more significant
and weighty whlie observations should be regarded as corollaries.

Matching Fixed Linear Patterns
Observation 1: Online fixed linear pattern matching with the follows semantics can be done
in linear time [ManB9, ex. 6.48, pg. 181].

For example, to determine that the pattern ba occurs in the input abean (in the follows sense) requires
only a single scan of the input. Compare tills result with that of approximately matching a sequence (fixed
linear pattern) with arbitrarily specified penalties on the deletion, insertion and substitution of pairwise
symbols. That result requires O(mn) time and O(m) space [section 4.1J for the online case. m is the si7.c
of the pattern, and n that of the input. Thc primary reason for the O(n) time for the "follows" semantics
is that there are no insertion and substitution edges in the approximate matching graph, only matching
and deletion edges. Compare the graphs for matching ba against the input abeaa in tlle general case and
with the follows semantics. As opposcd to tIle much fuller graph in the general case, the graph for the
follows semantics is more sparse.

@ =state

pattern (M)
Source

b

a

pattern

signifying

Source

a match

a

a
b

",0

b

b

a

•

@

•

@
@

0

c

-"

c

a

a

a

a

Figure 11: Alignment graphs representing matching with arbitrary insertion/deletion/substitution costs
(left) and with the "follows" semantics (right).
Matching ba with the follows semantics is the same as matching (.*)b(.*)a(.*) with the immediately
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follows semantics, and when only the determination of presence or absence of the pattern in the input is
desired, this pattern is equivalent to matching ([-b]*)b( [-aJ *)a in the input. The latter can be directly
represented as the deterministic automaton

b

a

Q~b---il~
.._a:c....;-@
<tud does not require a simulation of the non deterministic automaton representing (. *)be. *) a(. *), or its
conversion to an equivalent DFA. Converting an NFA encoding a fixed linear pattern to be matched with
the follows semantics, into a DFA with the immediately follows semantics results in a chain of states with
no back-edges to earlier states. This obviates the need for backtracking and failure functions.

The previous discussion \Va.<> for matching a single pattern with the follows semantics, where any match
would suffice. When all matches are desired, the alignment graph of the pattern and the input can be used
to yield all matches in exponential time and polynomial space. If the pattern size is small enough to fit the
word length of the computer on which matching is done, aU matches can be determined in linear time using
the algorithm of Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89] augmented for the wildcard case by Manber and Wu
[WM91]. Both algorithms determine whether any charader position in the input ends a match with the
pattern by conceptually sliding the pattern across the input. This does not result in the correct number of
all possible matches because all ways of matching terminating at an input character are coalesced into a
single match. This procedure can also not reconstruct the exact match sequence. To determine all matches
and the match sequences, the entire alignment graph must be preserved, and all paths from the source to
any sink (states marked @) must be determined.

Observation 2: There are at most exponential paths from the source to any sink node in the
alignment graph for matching a fixed linear pattern with the follows semantics.
The graph allows only two kinds of edges, matching and deletion. If the size of the pattern is m and that
of the input is n, exactly m matching and n - m deletion edges are required. This implies that we must
pick m events from the input corresponding to matching edges, and the rest are deletion edges. Because
the order of the input must be preserved, we have at most nCm choices. As :Ejnc, = 2n , there are at most
2 n such choices.

Matching Regular Expressions
Matching fixed non linear patterns is more involved than matching fixed linear patterns. Two cases
are considered, regular expressions and partial orders.
Observation 3: Regular expressions can be matched with the follows semantics in polynomial
time.
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Approximate matching with regular expressions has been solved by Wagner and Seiferas [WS78) and
Myers and Miller [MMS9]. The approach taken in [MM89] is followed here. The solution constructs a non
deterministic finite automaton from the regular expression in a special way. States of tills automatoD label
the input symbols and its graph is reducibLe with every state having a maximum in-degree and out-degree
of 2. The alignment graph of the pattern against the input consists of n + 1 copies of the automaton and is
similar to that of fig. 11 with the row of states representing the flXed linear pattern being replaced by the
automaton graph. The approximate matching solution 1s the result of applying a dynamic programming
recurrence to the states of the alignment graph. This recurrence relation at each state is evaluated in two
"topological" sweeps of each copy of the automaton. The time required is O(mn). It permits arbitrary
values to be specified for insertion, deletion and substitution costs [or each pair of symbols.
When only a single match with the follows semantics is desired, the simulation procedure of [ASU8G, fig.
3.31, page 12G] can be adapted as follows:

S := E-closure({so})j
a := nextcharj
while a i eof do begin
S

,= ~~;.;i''''''.~e''(fi''''''''''''e~''''M''''''''''' -;

a := nextchar;

if S n F

end

f ¢

then

return yes;
endif

Figure 12: A single match for a regular expr with the follows semantics.
The key difference between the two algorithms is shaded. Both follow the subset construction to form the
set of all possible states the automaton can be in, after examining each symbol of the input. The difference
in the above algorithm is that states can be reached on input a by ignoring some of its symbols. Therefore
states that can be reached on input a must be a subset of the states reached from the input ax because x
can be ignored by the automaton.
The simulation procedure of fig. 12, combined with the automaton construction procedure in [MM89] can
be used to make the following optimizations for the single match case.
1. Back edges need not be taken. TIllS optimization follows from the "educibility of the graph. Because
any match, not necessarily the longest is desired, revisiting states is not advantageous.
2. If all the output states of a state s are in the set 5, then state s can be removed from 5. Consider
two sets of states {s} and (5 - {s}). For any input, performing the while in fig. 12 on these sets,

denoted WHlLE({s)) and WHlLE(S - {s)), ,eOliIt, in WHILE(S - {s)) ;) WHILE({s)) became
every outgoing edge from s leads to states already in S.
The amount of savings resulting from these observations can only be determined through simulation.

-- !
]

I

!
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If lIte regular expression fits the word length of the rnachlne on which matching is done, matching may be
done in linear time [WM91]. When several regular expressions arc to be matched simultaneously, they can
be combined to yield a single regular expression.

Matching partial orders, which is more complex than matching regular expressions, is considered next.

Observation 4: If all event symbols occur equally frequently in the pattern, matching fixed
linear and regular expression patterns can be done in time ~ O(;m) , where m is the size of
the pattern, n that of the input, and q is the number of distinct event symbols.
In the construction for matching regular expressions lobs. 3] above (a ftxed linear pattern is a trivial regular
expression), the maxlmum si7.c of set S is m. Using the uniformity assumption, the next input event can
match at most mjo elements of S. Thus, exercising n input evenls lakes time at most mnja. This gives
all positions in the input that end a match w1th the pattern.

Matching Partial Orders
The following adaptation of[ASU86, fig. 3.31, page 126] can be used to match fixed partial orders. 10 , •.• ,Ii
arc i initial slates of the partial order. For simplicity, all transitions are assumed enabled. Otherwise, the
enabling can be incorporated in lhe function move. The set S is initialized to the cross product of the
f-closure sets of each initial state. Thereafter, on each input symbol, S is augmented to include all ways
of exercising each thread of the partial order. The pattern is matched if all threads reach the final state
F. If S is a cross product, S[k] is used to denote its kth clement. The function "move" is as described in

[ASU86J.
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S:= {('-closure({Io}) x ... X '-closure({I;}));
a := nextchar;
while a #- eaf do begin

'tie E S, add Move(e,a) to S
a := nextcharj
ine E S I Vk, I " k " i, elk] n F ;i ¢ then
return yes;
endif
end
Move(State s, input a)

{
return

(,-closure(move(s[I]))X··· X sri]) ... u ...
(s[IJ X ... x ,-c1osure(move(s[i])))
}

Figure 13: A single match for

it

partial order with the follows semantics.

Similar to the optimizations mentioned [or matching regular expressions, revisiting states may be avoided.
However, this does not translate easily into skipping it set of edges in the automaton.
Each cross product represents it possible combination of the i threads of the partial order. All of them
together represent all such possibilities. Since each input symbol may exercise any thread, the deterministic
matcher must exercise each in turn. Thus each cross product results in i cross products being exercised.
Starting with 1, the number of cross products added at each step are i, i 2 , i 3 , ••• Since each thread may
take up to the size of the pattern to be exercised, the total time required is mi + mi2 + ... ~ min.
Observation 5: Fixed Partial Order Pattern matching with the immediately follows semantics
can be done in time

where Q is the set of states, I is the set of initial states of the partial order and N is the size of the input.
For example IQI = 11, III = 2 in figure 8. In the discussion below, we use the term NPFA to denote the
non deterministic finite state automaton that recognizes a fixed partial order pattern specification (like fig.
S) and DPFA, its corresponding deterministic finite state automaton.
This follows from a straightforward subset construction of the pattern as outlined in fig. 13. The diITerence
in this case [rom the subset construction for NFAs is that there are several "threads" along which an
input event can be matched, corresponding to each thread begun at its corresponding initial stale of the
partial order. Furthermore, non determinism is possible along any thread, just as in the case of an NPJI.
An external event can be discarded or match the next transition of only one thread, but nondeterminism
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prevents us from knowing which one. We must therefore exercise all in turn, imd represent the composile
transition information by a Selt of each individual thread transition. So each state of the NPFA matching
the partial order looks like
{state of thread 1, .. " state of thread i}
Consider that, on exercising the NPFA with a particular string el, the NPFA reaches a state s. This state
embodies the information of one possible way of matching a in the NPFA, and the set of states that can
be reached on input Ct represents all possible ways Df exercising the NPFA on input Ct. From any state s
in the NPFA, a transition on the symbol a leads to at most IQP!1 states, each such state corresponding to
exercising the ith thread of the NPFA.
This NPFJ\ can be converted into a DPFA by the straightforward subset construction of automata theory.
The number of states possible for the NPFA is IQP'I and the number of states in the corresponding DPPA,
21Q W1•

Matching With Unification
Claim 1: Pattern Matching with Unification is NP Hard.
We show that a much weaker type of pattern, lincar pattern with unification is NP complete. The reduction
is from an arbitrary Hamiltonian circuit problem. Let the arbitrary graph whose Hamiltonian cycle must
be determined have n vertices and e edges. Generate, from the graph description, another description of
all ils edges (the input events) such that the description of aU the directed edges emanating from a vertex
are written together. Let a be the node whose edge description is written first. Let each edge be written as
T(tail, head). T is a fictitious tuple type with two elements, and is simply used to cast the Hamiltonian
cycle problem as a matching problem. This can be done in time O(e). Generate the pattern to be matched
against the edge description as input, in time O(n) as follows:

1'(a, X)

(1)

T(X, Y)

(2)

T(P,Q)
T(Q,a)

(n - 1)

(n)

Each line of the pattern represents an edge of the graph. The pattern represents a Hamiltonian cycle in the
graph. When the pattern matches successfully, X is necessarily different from Y, Y from Z etc. because
when successive elements in the pattern T(X, Y) and T(Y, Z) are matched, T(Y, Z) must be matched from
the group of edges emanating from Y. If Z is matched with any node previously matched then matching
cannot proceed since the group of directed edges emanating from that node have been skipped in the input
which cannot be rolled back.
Tills shows that Pattern Matching with Unification is N P hard. The problem is in N P because a polynomial time bounded oracle can "guess" the values of X, Y, Z, ... to be matched.
For example, for the graph below
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a

d

b

c

one possible edge description and its corresponding pattern are:

T(a, b)
T(a, d)
T(a, ,)

---+

edges emanating from a

T(" b)

-I'

T(d, ,)

-;. edges emanating from d

T(a, X)
T(X, Y)
T(Y, Z)
T(Z, a)

Edge Description

Pattern

---+

no edges emanating from b
edges emanating from c

Matching With Simplified Occurrence Constraints
Observation 6: Given a sequence of input and a fixed linear pattern, there is a polynomial time
algorithm to decide whether the entire pattern can be detected in a certain amount of time.
As an example consider the pattern bea to be matched in 8 time units against the fixed sequence of input
events:

Time:

1

3

4

7

11

Event:

a

b

a

c

b

12 19 23
cab

25
a

Figure 14: A simple example of a time hounded pattern match.
With the "follows" semantics, to determine the minimum time of occurrence of the pattern bca starting
at any b, determine the occurrence of the next c, followed by the occurrence of the next a. Thus, lhe
minimum time of occurrence of bca in fig. 14 at t = 3 is 16, and that starting at t = 11 is 8.
and that is the minimum time for the occurrence of the pattern bca starting at that b. Therefore all we
have to do is to compute this value for every b.
The minimum time of occurrence of the pattern bca 1 then, is
min (time of occurrence of bea)
b

The worst case time of this algorithm is O(n 2 ), given n events 1 because there arc at most n potential
instances of the pattern that can be matched, and each event might require to be matched against each
instance.
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Observation 7: Given a fixed sequence of input and a fixed linear pattern, there is an exponential
time off-line algorithm to decide a pattern match when the maximum time between successive
events is given.
Construction: Label all the input events of the same type with subscripts starLing at 1 and increasing
sequentially (see fig. 15). Construct a tree of the labeled events such that successive levels of the tree
correspond to successive events in the pattern. In the pictorial representation of the input in fig. 16, edges
are labeled with the corresponding event for illustration.

abc
1 3
a b
1 1

Pattern:
Time:
Event:
Label:

4

7

a
2

c
1

11
b
2

12

19
a
3

c

2

23
b

25
a

3

4

Figure 15: An example of a pattern with constraints on successive events.
For illustration, the entire tree is depicted, in reality only those edges satisfying the maximum time criterion
between successivc cvents are present in the real tree. The construction of the tree requires a worst case
time of n(m+l) with n events and pattern size m because the depth of thc tree is m and its branching factor
is n in the worst case. All nodes at depth m correspond to matched patterns. The space requirement is
exponential because the maximum number of possible matches is ncm , which is < 2n .
Note: If, in addition to tllC maximum time between events, a maximum overall time is also specified, that
can also be handled in a straightforward manner. This constmctlon requires that the event sequcnce be
prcspecified.
a

a
b

b

1

c
1

c

c
2

2

3

2
b

a
b

4

c
2

Figure 16: Converting the input to a tree [or matching.
More recently [AA93] have shown mllch better bounds [or the generalized version of this problem. Their
solution requires D( rlog n) time, where n is the number of input events and r = EaP( a) x T( a), P( a) = #
of occurrences of a in the pattern, and T(a) = # of occurrences o[ a in the input, which yields an off-line
upper bound of D(mnlogn).

Matching General Patterns
Having considered the complexity of matching fixed linear patterns, regular expressions, partial orders
and matching with unification, we investigate some structures in the input that reduce the complexity of
matching for the above mentioned problems as well as for the general case. The results of the previous
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section show that deterministic matching requires considerable expense in space and time for the conversion
of non deterministic patterns to a deterministic recognizing automaton. This expense precludes their
precompilation even though it is one time. Matching requiring all possible matches is much morc expensive,
in the general case, than when any match wHl do. Single match algorithms can be applied if all the matches
are non overlapping. In this case the automaton can be restarted in its initial state, once it has reached the
final state. Presented below are some structures in the input that might be useful in detecting particular
types of intrusions.

Observation 8: An exhaustive search can be avoided when matching, if some or all of the
guards in the pattern specification are monotonic.
As an example, consider figure 8 with the following guards:
At the transition cutting the edge {ll => 1O}: T1 = (time)
At the transition cutting the edges {1=>7,8=>7}: T2 = (time) &&: T2-Tl

::; 5

During matching, consider that there is a token t} at state 10, duplicated to t2 in state 8 and awaiting
merging with t3 in state 1. Assume that the transition can never fire for the combination of tokens {t2' t3}
because the guard T2-'l'1 ~ 5 for this pair cannot be satisfied. This indicates that t} need not be duplicated
any further, because any further duplication will only result in a larger value of T2, resulting in the failure
of the guard T2 - Tl ~ 5. This conclusion was possible because the time stamps of successive events was
non decreasing and the operator::; is monotonic. That is if a ;:; b is false then a + x ;:; b is false "Ix ~ O.
This observation is not applicable for non monotonic data fields.
How can this property be apply. Exactly what part of the search space can be excluded? This is formalized
as claim 2 below:

Claim 2: During matching, whenever a monotonic data field d gets defined at state s for
token l, l may be destroyed if there is a node p dominating the final state f on any path from
s to f such that the monotonic expression involving d at p cannot be satisfied.
Consider the pattern

,
"

"
"
patt>o! I
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in which iI, i 2 , i 31 i 4 are initial states, J is the final state, p dominates f and the darkened path is the path of
Loken t as it flows to /. The monotonic data field d (of the audit record) gets bound to a pattern variable at
state s. Because p dominates 5, Loken t must pass through p before It reaches f. However, before reaching
p, t might merge with other tokens at intermediate transitions. At each step of the movement of t towards
p, copies of token t (and copies of copIes etc.) are being moved to further states rather than t itself. If the
monotonic condition involving d cannot be satisfied for the copy of t Iir5t reaching p, then the condition
cannot be satisfied for any of its copies that occupy states in the path between sand p, including t itself
(at state s) llecause of the monotorucity of the expression involving d. Future combinations of the set of
tokens that resulted in t may be prohibited, because they will yield a non increasing or non decreasing
value of d, and depending on the type of monotonicity of the expression at p, will continue to result in its
failure.
This observation can be easily generalized to multiple monotonic fields and monotonic expressions involving
only these fields.

Claim 3: For the single match case, tokens can be moved instead of dupLicated from states that
lead to single input transitions which do not involve unification or make additional bindings
to variables.
I\s a consequence of these conditions, no pattern vi:Lriable associated with the token changes. Therefore,
future duplications do not alter the token bindings. The result of expressions evaluated i:tt later transitions
are also not affected. Thus, because duplicated tokens traverse the same path, no new solutions are
discovered.

Observation 9: For the single match case, during matching, as soon as all the variables
associated with the pattern have been instantiated for a token, that token need not be
duplicated further.
TillS result holds If we are not concerned with finding all matches of the pattern in the input, but the
first match will suffice. It follows from the fact that variables, once assigned, cannot be modified. Thus,
whenever a token has all its variables bound to values, it becomes unique, and duplicating it simply makes
identical caples of the token. Thus, if not all matches are desired, a single copy will do. Note, however, that
this does not imply preservation of the number of those tokens, if the token is moved across a transition
with several output arcs and one input are, the number of tokens of that exact type will increase.
The current section discussed some theoretical results olltained in our model. These results focused on
efficient matching a single pattern. The next section discusses how several patterns may be matched
efficiently.

Observation 10: Matching general patterns, with the exclusion of partial orders, can be done
in exponential time.
Given a general pattern of slze m (including guards) and an input of size n, matching the patlern to
the input with the "immediately follows" semantics can be done in time O(mn) by a simulation of the
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non deterministic matching. There are an exponential number of choices of selecting a subsequence (not
necessarily a substring) of n input events, yielding an overall time of O(mn2 n ) = O(c n ).

10 APPENDIX R MilTClIING MULTIPLE PATTERNS
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Appendix B: Matching Multiple Patterns

Matching Multiple Fixed Linear Patterns
Observation 11: Matching several fixed linear patterns with the follows semantics can be done
in time O(n X # of patterns)

n is the size of the input. This follows from lobs. 1, pg. 35J by running the matching procedure for each
pattern simultaneously. Compare it with [AC75] in which multiple fL"\::ed linear patterns can be matched
with the immediately follows semantics in linear time. The primary reason for the difference is thaI. in
[AC75], the set of states maintained by the algorithm matches the set of states reachable on the input in
the NFA; while matching with the follows semantics requires the maintenance of the set of states reachable
on any prefix of the input with any characters deleted. Because of the way the automaton is constructed
in the former, the set of states can be represented by a single state.
Several regular expression patterns, say Tel,"" Tern can be written as the regular expression (rell ... Ire m)
and matched approximately in O(mn) (page 36], where m is the total length of all the patterns. The
oplimizations mentioned in that approach arc also applicable.
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Appendix C: An Example of Subexpression Elimination in Guards

Consider, as an example, the following attacks (see fig. 5 for a description of their guards):

1. a. In setuid_shell_script -x
b. -x
2. a. In setuid_shell_script FDD
b. FDD &:

c. rm FOD (200ms <= T.e - T.b <= 1s)
d. In youT_favorite_shell_script FaD (T.d - T.b <= 1s)
There is considerable similarity between the sub-signatures la & 2a. For any event of type LINK, once one
of them is evaluated, the other may need not be. The signatures may be compiled as show below. Titis is
representative of the translation, and may be different in the final form, as the specification of the virtual
machine instruction set and its semantics is continuing to evolve. The translation process is not discllssed
in this report and is not within the scope of this work.
COMPILATION OF lA

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
S.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

OBJ f--- LINK
TRANSITION f--- 4
Ti l ; - OBJ(SRC...FILE] I
FILEl l +- Tl 1
T2 2 +- OBJ [DEST..FILEP
FILE2 2 +- T2 2
T33 f--- OBJ [UID] 3
U3 +- T3 3
T4 4 f--- OWNER(FILEl l )4
IFM T4, U, EXIT
TS 5 +- NAME(FILE1 1 )5
IFM TS, "-*", EXIT
T6 6 +- SHELLSCRIPT(FILE1 1 )6

14.

IFFALSE T6, EXIT

lS.
16.
17.
lS.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

T7 7 f--- FPERM(FILE1 1 )7
TSs ;- AND T66 , XGRP
IFFALSE TSs , L1
RES;- 1
RETURN
Ll:
T9 9 ;- AND T66 , XOTH
IFFALSE T9 9 , L2
RES _ 1

; this transition is numbered -1 among all the transitions.
; indexing is a primitive, polymorphic operation.
;global variables are assigned only through temporaries. FILEl and FILE2
; are variables global to the pattern.
; all temporary variables arc named T<number>.
; U is also global to the pattern.
; Olmer is a built in function that returns the owner of a file.
; if T4 matches with U, jump to EXIT.
; built in function giving the filename portion of a full path name.
;ifT5 matches "-*" then jump to EXIT.
; built in function to test if a file is a shell script.
; if T6 is 0, jump to EXIT.
; built in function giving the permissions of a file.
; XGRP is a constant used to determine if a file is group executable
;signals a successful evaluation of the guard.
; return from this guard.
; XOTH is a constant used to determine if a file is executable by others.
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24.

RETURN

25.

EXIT: L2:

26.

RES

27.

RETURN

+--

0

48

;signals an unsuccessful evaluation of the guard.

COMPILATION OF 2A

28.

DB] +- LINK

29.

TRANSITION

30.

nolO __ OB] [SRC...FILE] 10

31.

FILEl lO

32.

T11 11

33.
34.
35.
36.

FILE2 11 f - Tl1 11
T12 12 +- SHELL...sCRIPT(FILE1 1O )12
IFFALSE T12 12 , EXIT
T13 13 ;- FPERM(FILEl I0 ) 13

37.

T14 1' 1 ; - AND T13 13 • XGRP

38.

IFFALSE T1414 • L3

39.

RES

40.
41.

_

f-

+-

+-

7

nolO
DB] [DEST...FILE] II

1

42.

RETURN
L3:
T1S 15 of- AND T1313 , XOTH

43.

IFFALSE T15 15 , L4

44.

RES

+-

; this transition is numbered 7 among all the transitions
;Temporary variable numbers arc not reset.

1

45.

RETURN

46.

EXIT: L4:

47.
48.

RES f - 0
RETURN

The superscripted numbers in the instructions above correspond to their value numbers as outlined in
[CS70]. The expression DB] [SRC....FILE] 1s given a slngle value number because indexing is a primlt1ve
operation in our virtual machine. Each guard expression begins with an instruction of the form
DB]

f-

(type of audit record)

The variable OB] is special and is automatically instant1ated to the audit record currently under analysis
for a possible match. This instruction also serves to limit the types of audit records that are tried for a
possible match with this instruct10n sequence. Only an audit record of type LINK can possibly evaluate the
express10ns la and 2a successfully. The other variables of special meaning are RES, whose value determines
whether the guard has been evaluated successfully, and TRANSITION, which refers to the particular guard
transition currently being compiled. This number is used to index into a vector of transit10ns in which
each clement denotes whether the corresponding transition fires.
Combining the set of compiled instructions from all transitions labeled with the same event type is non
tr1v1al. Each guard expression may involve &&s and lis, resulting in conditional jumps in the compiled
code. This complicates static subexpression eliminat10n across jumps, both within and across guards.
Common subexpression elimination within a basic block 1s not very useful here as they are likely to be
small, with little redundancy.
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Another important decision is the method of combining the guard expressions. Guards can be combined
in a chain with common subcxpression elimination performed on the composite sequence, or organized as
a network (similar to Rete networks [For82]) to improve the running time of evaluation by taking into
account its dynamic evaluation. When organizing a network, a good configuration needs to be determined
as does the duplication and rearrangement of guards (perhaps based on historical statistics of their truthful
evaluation ).
The approach taken here is to combine the guards in a chain in an arbitrary order and perform elimination
across basic blocks and guards by introducing the notlon of active and inactive regions of code. Tills notion
is similar to that commonly used by data driven SIMD architecture machines to force some of its processors
to execute instructions, while the remaining to ignore the same, based on a vector mask to enable/disable
each processor. For our virtual machine definition, some instructions are treated differently depending on
the type of the region of code. An active region of code is the region executed when the virtual machine
is enabled. The rest of the code is part of the inactive region. It cannot be determined statically because
tllC evaluation of condltional expressions influences its boundaries. Expressions evaluated in an inactive
region are termed inactive. Lack of loops and jumps in the guard expressions enable its translation to
have forward jumps only. The virtual machine executing the composite code treats (un)conditional jumps
specially. Instead of jumping to the specified label, it stores its address and disables itself by setting its
condition code register. When the processor is disabled certain types of instructions are not evaluated by
it. Because all jumps are forward, the machine is enabled correctly when the jump address is reached, at
which point it resumes its normal operation and evaluates every instruction it encounters.
This artifIce ensures that all expressions will always be evaluated, and therefore, be available to expressions
evaluated laler. Tills regardless of whether the expressions are active or inactive. All assignments to
pattern variables (associated with each token) occur through temporaries and assignment to non temporary
variables is disabled in an inactive region. This prevents undesired side effects while ensuring that all
subexpressions are evaluated and reside in their appropriate temporary variables.
Following the procedure of common subexpression elimination outlined in [CS70J, the code for both the
guard expressions looks as shown below.
1.

2.
2'.

OBJ f - LINK
TRANSITION f - 4
j£(!ENABLED_TRANSITIONS[TRANSITION]){
sel processor state disabled

JUMP 28

; has no effect since processor state is disabled

}
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Ti l .;- OBJ [SRC...FILE] 1
FILE1 1 ' I - T1 1
T2 2 ..;- OBJ [DEST...FILEP
FILE2 2 ' I - T2 2
T3 3 ..;- OBJ[UID]3

U3

'I-

; assignment to global variables has no effect when
j the processor is disabled

T3 3

T4 4 .;- OWNER(T1 1)4
IFM T4, U, EXIT

; conditional jumps have no effect when the processor
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11.

TS 5

12.
13.

IFM T5, "_*", EXIT
T66 ;- SHELL...sCRIPT(Tl 1)6

_

NAMEcn 1 )5

50

jstate is disabled
; if TS matches "-*" then jump lo EXIT

14.

IFFALSE T6, ExrT

15.

T7'

16.

TS 8 <- AND T7 7 • XGRP

17.
18.

IFFALSE TS 8 • 11
FIRABLE_TRANSITlONS[TRANSLTION] <- 1

19.

JUMP 28

20.
21.

L1:
T9 9 __ AND T7 7 • XOTH

22.

IFFALSE T9 9 , L2

23.

FIRABLE_'l'RANSITIONS[TRANSTTrON] +- 1

24.
25.

JUMP 28
EXIT: L2:

FPERM(T1 1 )7

; this assignment has no effect when the processor is disabled.
jinstead of RETURN. If the processor is enabled,
; disable it and continue. A JUMP has no effect otherwise.

; instead of RETURN.

26.

FIRABLE_TRANSITlONS[TRANSITION] __ 0

27.

JUMP 28

; instead of RETURN.
; compiled away
; this transition is numbered 7 among all the transitions

28 .

,0:B1§§l;'fNIa

29.

TRANSITION _ 7

29'.

if(!ENABLED_TRANSITIONS[TRANSITTON]){
set processor state disabled
JUMP beginning_of..llcxLpaLtC!1i

}

30. ~;;gOB'jr,~

; compiled away because of value propagation. Same as Ti.
; not compiled away because it refers to a pattern variable.

31.

FILEl lU

32.

~~0ff;J'.[P1'~]!;1j

33.

34.

FILE2 11

;-

nolO

; compiled away. same value as T2.
; not compiled away

+- T11 11

M2~...:sHilliE~eRI:P-:Jt(;T~~

35.

IFFALsi'T12W: EXIT

36.

::'T&3,·a~

; compiled away. same value as T6.
; T6 value propagated to T12.

.

; compiled away. same value as T7.

37.
38.
39.

IFFALSE T14 • L3
FlRABLE_TRANSTTIONS[TRANSITION];- 1

40.
41.

JUMP next_pattern
L3:

42.

,
~""'iii\'iJ
~~1'3ia§iPi!cii

45.

IFFALSE T1S 15 J L4
FIRABLE-TRANSITIONS[TRANSITION] _
JUMP next-pattern

46.

EXIT: L4:

43.
44.

; compiled away. same value as TB.
; TB value propagated to T14.
; instead of RETURN.
; compiled away. same value as T9.
; T9 value propagated to T1S.

1

jinstead of RETURN.
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47.
48.

FIRABLE_TRANSITIONS[TRANSITION]
JUMP next_pattern

+-

0
;instead of RETURN.

ENABLED_TRANSITIONS is a vector, each element of which indicates if a particular transition is enabled.
FIRABLE-TRANSITIONS is also a vector whose elements indicate if the corresponding transition is firable.

The percentage reduction in the number of instructions is :::::: 10%. Out of 48 instructions , 7 were compiled
away while 2 were added (2' and 29'). This is the case with two guards. Note that all the instructions
compiled away arc from the second expression. In the asymptotic case, the first few expressions will result
in most other subexpression eliminations, and for our example, would asymptotically result in a reduction
of 5 statements out of 21, which tends to ~ 25%. The figures for the reduction in the number of instructions
do not imply a corresponding decrease in the execution time of the code, for that depends on the run time
behavior of the conditionals. But, to simplify analysis, an assumption of uniform elimination in every basic
block implies a corresponding decrease in the evaluation time of the guards.
Thus, in order to determine whether the tokens in the initial states of figures 5 and 7 need to be duplicated
and moved across to the succeeding state, we need to evaluate the code for every audit record of type LINK.
This leads to the question of the efficiency ofthis approach. For It is possible that only one of the guards is
true, but this approach would require every expression in every guard to be evaluated. Tills approach might
seem worse than that of evaluating every guard individually because in that case short circuiting might
result in fewer expressions being evaluated. We believe that savings can be made with this approach,
but lts amount of is dependent on the type of guard expressions and the commonality between them.
Because of the nature of the matching process, transitions, enabled once, continue to remain enabled.
Thus if a guard is evaluated once, it is likely to be evaluated from then on. The approach presented here
provides a mechanism, which can be used profitably given the right set of signatures. An actual system
might incorporate both types of approaches, with and without subexpression elimination and, based on
heuristics and run time statistics, use one approach over the other.
In summary, the following properties arc used to ensure the semantic consistency of the expressions or
simplify the CSE on the generated code.

1. Pattern variable values referenced at a guard but set outside it are not value propagated across
patterns, but re-evaluated from the token the first time they are referenced in the guard.
2. All jumps in the compiled code are forward. This can always be arranged by the compiler as there
are no loops in the guard expressions. This implies that the structure of a guard expression is a DAG
with only forward edges. As a consequence, dead variables can be detected by simply examining the
rest of the code.
For a good treatment of these and other compiler optimization issues, see [ASU86, FL88].
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